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NATO,NASA,Royal Navy,BBC 

use Uher. Now you can*. 
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••the 

Uher 714 

for less 

than £60 

The same exacting standards of 
technical excellence demanded by 
these world pacesetters are applied to 
producing the Uher 714 which, for the 
first time, brings the superb quality of 
Uher below £60. 

See and hear the Uher 714. 
It incorporates many features 

associated with much more expensive 
instruments. 
• All round tape speed of 3^ ips 
• Perfect four-track recording 
• 7" reels 
• Plays back stereo tapes 
• Monitoring during recording 
• Solid pressure-cast frame 

• Silicon transistors 
• Recording Level Instrument 

with dB scale 
• Simple operation 
• Light • Robust • Portable 

The Uher 714 outclasses 
everything in its class. 

•Sfeil 

On 
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VARIOCORD 23 UNIVERSAL 5000 UHER 4000 REPORT L ROYAL DE LUXE 

UHER 

DISTRIBUTED IN THE U.K. BY 

BOSCH 
BOSCH.LIMITED,WATFORD, WD2 4LB, HERTS.TELEPHONE: WATFORD 44233 
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ALICE MAKES QUIET MIXERS- 

ALTHOUGH WE BUILD OTHERS- 

EVERYBODY SEEMS TO WANT THIS ONE 

PERHAPS IT'S BECAUSE IT HAS— 

SIX CHANNELS, PAN POTS. COMPREHENSIVE E.Q. AMPLIFIED 

METERS. FOLDBACK, TALKBACK, ECHO SEND AND RETURNS. 

MONITOR MIXER, STABILIZED POWER SUPPLY, BUILT IN 

COMPRESSORS AND A BEAUTIFUL CASE. 

ALICE ELECTRONICS 

IA Bexley Street, Windsor, Berks. Windsor 61308 

(OR PERHAPS BECAUSE IT'S SO QUIET) 

U coo 

Astromc ltd 

SOUND CONSOLE 

TYPE A1893 

Full mixing and control facilities for local 
microphone, two remote microphones, two 
gram decks and one auxiliary input. Cue line 
monitoring with visual indicator and in built 
speaker. Professional slide type faders on all 
channels. 

Constructed from the Series 1700 range of 
modules in Teak finish case work with tubular 
steel legs. 

Other models available with varying input 
arrangements for smaller and larger installa- 
tions both for floor or desk mounting. 
Output of all models matched to suit the 
Astronic range of quality amplifiers Types 
1780, 1781, 1782. 

Quotations and information on request. 

□ALSTON GARDENS 
STANMORE MIDDLESEX 

TELEPHONE 01-204 2125 
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Take a QUAD 50E 

Amplifier (a good start for any installation) 

plug it into your monitor system and it bridges 600Q 
lines to drive your speakers. 
Take that same amplifier and, without changing it in any 
way, plug it into another installation to deliver 50 watts 
into 100 volt line * from a 0.5 volt unbalanced source. 
This versatility and its attendant easing of stocking and 
maintenance problems is one reason why large organis- 
ations use the Quad 50E. 

"or indeed any other impedance from 5 to 250 ohms. 

« - quad 50E 

'•nto. ; - " 
^ ■I, .J 

•: I fjp'i 
' ill - - h 

m mr ■ <» 

Other advantages appropriate to users gfall 
sizes include: 
Excellent power and frequency response (—1 dB). 
Low distortion (0.1% at 1kHz at all power levels). 
Low background (better than 83 dB referred to 
full output). 
Pre-set level control adjustable from front panel. 
Unconditionally stable with any load. 
Proof against misuse including open or short 
circuited output. 
Small size (45" x 6i" x 125")— 
(120 mm x 159 mm x 324 mm). 
Low price (£47.0,0 each nelt for 1 off to the 
professional user). 

QUAD 

for the closest 

approach to 

the original sound 

Send for details to Dept. S.S. . ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., Huntingdon, Hunts. Tel: (0480) 2561 
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Studio Sound 

& tape recorder 

AUGUST 1970 VOLUME 12 NUMBER 8 

INCORPORATING 
SOUND AND CINE 

EDITOR 
JOHN CRABBE 

DEPUTY EDITOR 
DAVID KIRK 

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER 
ROBIN WELLS 

ASSISTANT ADVERTISEMENT 
MANAGER 
Tony newman 

Editorial and Advertising Offices: 
LINK HOUSE, 
DINGWALL AVENUE, 
CROYDON CR92TA 
Telephone: 01-686 2599 

© Link House Publications Ltd., 1970 
All rights reserved 

COVER PICTURE 

Michael Bauch (F.W.O. Bauch Ltd.) 
removes an afnpllfier panel from the 
Studer A80 exhibited at this year's APRS 
Exhibition. A swivelling deck reveals 
the servo capstan motor. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

Annual subscription rales to Studio Sound 
and its associated f ournal Hi-Fi News are 
36s. (S5 or equivalent, overseas) and 
44s. (55.60) respectively. Six-month home 
subscriptions are 18s. (Studio Sound) and 
22s. (HI-FI News), from Link House 
Publications Ltd., Dingwall Avenue, 
Croydon CR9 2TA 

Studio Sound is published on the 14th 
of the preceding month unless that date 
falls on a Sunday, when it appears 
on the Saturday. 

where IS the British recording industry 
going ? To more and more tracks is the usual 
assumption. We came across a different 
answer recently in, believe it or not, the 
London headquarters of W. H. Smith's. 
This enterprising company has formed a 
division to study and eventually market 
television recordings. They are already 
promoting audio Musicasseltes through their 
retail chain. 

Study is a key word, as four different 
systems are being developed : Videocasseiies 
by Philips and Sony, Seleciavision by RCA, 
and EVR by CBS, ICI and C1BA. By the time 
this issue appears, the Teldec Video Disc system 
should have been unveiled to the daily press. 

EVR was expected to be the first system on 
the market. It resembles conventional telecine 
in some respects, employing photo-sensitive 
film. Videocassettes are likely to follow, 
based on existing helical-scan VTR. Sony 
and Philips originally intended to standardise 
on an interchangeable 50.8 mm (0.5 inch) 
format, though Sony have since been reported 
as investigating a slightly wider tape. 

Selectavision combines laser and holo- 
graphic technologies in what could prove to 
be the cheapest of all the media. (Two com- 
panies, incidentally, are working on 'video 
discs'.) 

Whichever system finally wins the day 
(Philips are the only company offering record- 
ing facilities), Smith's are gearing themselves 
to promote it by selling players and record- 
ings. They are also considering the economics 
of a video library. 

And where does this leave the studios? 
Thinking, perhaps, about the prospect of 
adding television production facilities to 
their present audio interests. Would the 
Let It Be LP have attracted greater sales if 
accompanied by telerecordings from the 
related Beatles film ? Obviously, provided the 
price was within the consumer's reach. A 
small demand might eventually be created 
for telerecorded ballet and opera; even for 
closeups of Menuhin swinging into a Paganini 
solo. 

If studios standardised on medium-price 
(£1 000 to £4 000) hehcal scan VTRs the 
move to television production could be within 
reach of all but the smallest two-track com- 
panies. On the other hand, if they opted for 
Quadruplex standards, extremely heavy invest- 
ment would be required. A little matter of 
studio space would also have to be taken 
into account. 

It is too early to consider the effect these 
developments may have on sound engineering. 
One can, however, reasonably wonder what 
the public will want to watch. Pop musicians 
miming? For a while, perhaps. Dramatic 
and documentary programmes? Probably, 
though inevitably on a hire or off-air recording 

basis ; even an election broadcast would lose 
something after the fifth or sixth replay. 

Since music is largely an abstract art, there 
might be some case for integrating syn- 
chronised visual patterns with the rhythm and 
mood of the sound. This was achieved with 
outstanding success in Fantasia, to Bach's 
D Minor Toccata and Fugue. The abstract 
sequence, like the more conventional film 
cartooning, must have been expensive and 
tedious to carry out, also perhaps to conceive. 
In 1968, the 'Cybernetic Serendipity' exhibition 
showed some of the attempts that have been 
made to automate visual art, though most 
were crude and of transient appeal. Fred 
Judd's 1963 Chromatron filtered audio into 
bass, middle and treble, activating three 
independent bulb groups : again of limited 
appeal but capable of development in several 
directions. For example, why not modulate 
the frequency of an oscillator with the audio 
signal, feeding the output tone into a second 
three-way filter and bulb arrangement? 

A concluding point: television reproduction 
in its present state, even if one can afford 
wide-screen (?) colour, is quite inadequate for 
displaying pictorial art. Unless laser wall 
projection becomes commercially viable, 
synchronised optical pattern generators for 
home use could, in the short run, prove cheaper 
and more popular than canned television. 

FEATURE ARTICLES 
335 RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES 

Part Seven 
By Angus McKenzie 

336 VIDEO-TAPE IN BROADCASTING 
By Howard Dell 

338 THE PRINCIPLES OF FOUR-CHANNEL 
STEREO 
Part One 
By Michael Gerzon 

343 SOUND BALANCING 
Part Four 
By Bob Auger 

344 A PROFESSIONAL HOME RECORDING 
STUDIO 
By Arthur Garratt 

348 A HIGH QUALITY MIXER 
Part Three 
By David Robinson 
REGULAR COLUMNS 

331 STUDIO DIARY 
332 AROUND THE STUDIOS; SPOT 

By Keith Wicks 
351 TAPE RECORDER SERVICE 

By H. W. Hellyer 
358 FIELD TRIALS: BANG 4 OLUFSEN BM5 

By John Fisher 
361 TALKBACK 

By Peter Baslin 
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS 

355 CALREC CAPACITOR MICROPHONES 
By Angus McKenzie 

356 UHER 1000 Mk. 2 
By Alec Tutchings 
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53^ 
CALREC 

TRANSISTORISED CAPACITOR MICROPHONES 

600 SERIES—UNBALANCED—BATTERY OR MAINS—RANGE OF POWER UNITS 

CM 600 Omni-Directional £23 4 0 
CM 652 Full Range Cardioid £28 11 0 
CM 654 Bass Roll-Off Cardioid £29 6 0 
(Specially designed for 'close to mouth' use) 

800 SERIES—BALANCED—PHANTOM POWER—ULTRA SLIM  

CM 800 Miniature Omni £43 0 0 
CM 850 Bass Roll-Off Cardioid £46 0 0 

1000 SERIES—BALANCED—PHANTOM POWER—AS ILLUSTRATED 

CM 1000 Professional Specification Omni 
CM 1050 Professional Specification Full Range Cardioid 

£44 6 0 
£48 16 0 

The prices quoted are recommended retail—For details of trade, professional terms and 
power unit and accessories prices—please contact: 

CALDER RECORDINGS LIMITED-REGENT ST.- HEBDEN BRIDGE-YORKS-2159 

T>' 

Fi?-- 

JACKFIELDS AND 

ACCESSORIES 

XLR COMPATIBLE 

IN-LINE AHENUATORS 

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 

38 HEREFORD ROAD, LONDON, W.2. 
01-229 9111 

SWM STUDIOS 

32/34 CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON, E.C.I 

4-TRACK, STEREO & MONO RECORDING 

Introductory offer: £4-0-0 per hour for 
all configurations. 

Ol - 253 - 6294 

Highspeed 

Compact 

Cassette 

Copying 
^uns from 25 upwards 

Fraser Peacock Associates Ltd. 
94 High Street Wimbledon Village London SW19 

019472233. I sole UK tSstributOfS of infanics 
fpa 
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studio diary 

CAPACITOR MICROPHONE CAPSULES 
the response to Trevor Attewell's capacitor 
microphone constructional articles, published 
in January, February and March Studio Sound, 
has proved larger than anticipated. STC have 
been able to meet only 140 of 300 orders to 
date and Mr Allewell is now. making arrange- 
ments with alternative suppliers. Details to 
appear shortly. 

FELDON IMPORTING MOOG 
UK distribution of the Moog Electronic 
Music Synthesiser has changed hands from 
Audiotek Marketing to Feldon Recording 
Ltd., 126 Great Portland Street, London 
W.l. A new company, Audio-Europe Ltd., 
is being formed to handle the equipment in 
Europe and the Middle East. Directors will 
be Kevin Hibberd and Dag Fellner (Feldon) 
and two Scully executives. Feldon are also 
negotiating representation of Carl Countryman 
Associates (quadraphonic microphones), 
Orban/Parasound (stereo phase correction 
equipment), Spectrasonics and Metrotech. 

BBC/PRECISION AGREEMENT 
TAPES PRODUCED for BBC Radio Enterprises 
are to be marketed through Precision Tapes. 
These will include Sir Malcolm Sargent, 
Music Maker, an LP by The Young Genera- 
tion, and a children's repertoire : Jackanory 
and Listen with Mother. The agreement was 
announced by PTs General Manager, Mr 
Walter Woyda. 

MCPS AMATEUR FILM LICENCE 
THREE CATEGORIES of licence have been intro- 
duced by the Mechanical Copyright Protection 
Society Ltd. for the benefit of amateur film 
makers. Class C 'to meet almost all amateur 

NEXT MONTH 
KEITH WICKS visits Unitrack, Angus 
McKenzie reviews the Telefunken M10 
studio recorder, and John Fisher describes a 
variable-speed rewind system for three- 
motor tape decks. Exhibitions: a report on 
June APRS 70 and a preview of the Inter- 
national Broadcasting Convention to be held 
In London during September. John Shuttle- 
worth will review the Spendor Monitor 
loudspeaker. 

requirements' costs £5 10s per year, Class B at 
£3 10s per year allows 'a public showing once in 
each year'. Class A at £3 doesn't. Further 
details from the Administrative Secretary, 
Institute of Amateur Cinematographers, 63 
Woodfield Lane, Ashtead, Surrey. 

JANUARY TAPE RECORDER STATISTICS 
in January 1970, 21 428 tape recorders were 
manufactured in the UK, 32% more than in 
the previous January. Total deliveries of 
British made machines were 15% lower than 
in January 1969 but exports were 14% higher. 
35% more foreign recorders were delivered 
in the month, compared with a year earlier, 
but re-exports were 54% lower. Stocks of 
British machines were 16% high on January 31 
than at the end of the previous month. Stocks 
of foreign recorders fell by 6% over the 
month but were 27% higher than on January 
31 1969. 

Ministry of Technology Engineering 
Industries Statistics 

FOUR-CHANNEL HEADPHONES 
developed in the USA by Jon Fixler, the four- 
channel headphones illustrated were an obvious 
evolution of an earlier design intended to 
overcome in-the-head effects with two-channel 
material. Production samples are not yet 
available. 

If 

r 

with capacitor microphone. He hinted, as he 
has hinted before, that a larger stereo Nagra 
will appear before long. 

The servo-controlled Ampex ABR was seen 
for the first time, and will be available with 
any two speeds between 38 and 2.375 cm/s, 
and full, half or quarter track formats (two 
channels maximum). Bi-directional transport 
can be incorporated if required. The recorder 
is intended for general industrial use and 
logging. 

Dolby's A301 two-channel record or play- 
back noise reduction unit was complemented 

Hayden L 
ri> 

WtUI 

U 
£ 

i ' ? - 

by the 360 single-channel unit (still three 
bands) at £240. Automatic changeover 
facilities are available for an extra £25 in the 
361. 

A full report on the exhibition will be 
published in our next issue. 

Matrix board channel routing is employed 
in the newly installed mixer at Hollick & Taylor 
studios, Birmingham 20. The system 
feeds an 8-track Leevers-Rich. 

APRS 70 EXHIBITION 
A remarkable year for new equipment, the 
Studer A SO, Unitrack Jni-24, Nagra Shi, 
Ampex ABR recorders and Dolby A360 
single channel (three-band) and domestic B 
(single band) noise reducers all made their UK 
debut at the APRS 70 Exhibition in June. The 
eight track Studer (see cover) aroused consider- 
able interest, not least because of its price, and 
incorporates a servo motor system on the lines 
of the Revox 77. Its relatively low cost is 
made possible by simplified assembly 
techniques. 

Stephan Kudclski arrived from Switzerland 
to demonstrate the miniature Nagra SN (see 
photo), a 9.5 and 4.75 cm/s pocket portable 

/ >*** 

M 
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FIG, 1 Control Room 

FIG. 3 Control desk 

FIG.« Four-track Ampex FIG. 5 Two-track Philips 
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GARY Levy (a cousin of Jacques Levy 
who was interviewed last month) is the 

managing director of Spot Productions in South 
Molton Street, London. The studio, which 
measures 7 x 5 m, accommodates up to 20 
musicians. Most of the work at Spot is in the 
pop field. Such people as Billy Fury. Joe 
Brown, The Who, Robin Gibb, Family Dogg, 
Vikki Carr, Cleo 1-ane and Julie Felix, to name 
but a few, have recorded at the studio, and it 
was here that The Cream made their first LP, 
which was entitled Fresh Cream. 

Bill Dyer, the studio's chief maintenance 
engineer, first showed me the control room, which 
is separated from the studio, and normally 
linked to it by CCTV. This is not shown in any 
of the illustrations as, at the time of my visit, 
they were awaiting a replacement tube for the 
monitor. However, they seemed to get on quite 
well without the visual link. Fig. 1 shows the 
general layout of the control room. 

The types of microphone used are Neumann 
67, 56, 64, SM2; AKG C12, C2S, 1)202, and 
Sennheiser MD 421N. The mixing console was 
made by Tiros Electronics and has 16 output 
channels (fig. 2). The controls on the channel 
modules are, from top to bottom, channel 
gain, bass, middle, treble, echo send select (for 
spring, plate, or tape delay), echo send level, 
pan switch, and a switch to select the channel to 
the required output. At the bottom of each unit 
are two switches. One is to feed the channel to 
the loudspeaker foldback system or to either of 
the two headphone foldback groups, and the 
second lever switch is used to cut the channel 
when it is not required. Below each channel 
module is the associated slide fader, made by 
Dana and marketed by EMT. 

On the right of the desk is a panel containing, 

at the top, monitoring controls for the eight 
desk outputs. The first row are level controls, 
and the second row are for loudspeaker selec- 
tion. The speakers are (once again) Tannoy 
Golds, housed in cabinets custom built for the 
studio. The monitoring amplifiers were also 
custom built and provide up to 40 W to each 
of the three speakers. Visual monitoring is 
provided by eight PPM's mounted on the top 
of the desk. 

Other facilities in the right hand panel 
include echo return switching and equalisation, 
line in / line out switching, tape machine 
selection and talkback. The four small VU 
meters on the right were originally intended for 
echo send monitoring but are not used at the 
moment, neither are the two rows of jacks 
adjacent to this panel. There are (surprisingly) 
five main faders, three of these controlling one 
output, and the others controlling two and three 
outputs respectively. 

A bay in the comer of the room contains the 
main jackfield, headphone volume controls, 
wide range equalisers, and limiters. Next to 
the bay is an Ampex mono machine on top of 
which is a Leevers Rich A501 graphic equaliser. 
To the right is a fairly old Philips two-track 
machine and its large cabinet of associated 
amplifiers (fig. 5). Below the deck of this 
recorder is mounted a transcription turntable. 
The multilrack recorders are located below the 
speakers at the end of the control room; an 
eight track Leevers Rich (fig. 6), and a four 
track Ampex with its separate console of 
amplifiers (fig. 4). 

Not long after I arrived at Spot Productions, 
a recording session began, featuring Tim Hollier 
and Richard Cuff with chief engineer John 
Hudson at the control desk. Hollier has been 

332 

recording for about two years, and had some 
success in the USA and this country with his 
United Artists LP Message to a Harlequin. As a 
result of the interest this created, Tim Hollier 
Productions was formed by Tim with PR man 
Roger Fennings as his co-director. The 
company's first product was Tim's single In 
This Room released in March by Fontana. 

FIG. 2 SPOT PRODUCTIONS CONTROL 
ROOM 
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FIG. 6 Eight-track Leeven Rich 

FIG. 7 Richard Cuff FIG. I Tim Holller 
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Richard Cuff, a Canadian folk singer, is one 
of the artists signed up with Hollier's publishing 
company. 

The four track Ampex was used for this 
session, and Richard and Tim are shown (figs. 7 
and 8) providing vocal with guitar backing. 

Before each lake, a high level 40 Hz signal is 
put on the tape so that, when spooling a distinc- 
tive bleep allows the operator to locate parti- 
cular items on the tape fairly quickly. 

The studio use mainly BASF LR56, because, 
Mr Levy told me, it will take a higher level than 
other tapes, 4 dB more than Emitape for 
example. 

At most sessions I have attended, something 
has gone wrong. This is because a lot of 
equipment is involved, and statistically, some- 
thing almost has to go wrong. At Spot, some 
trouble was caused by interference from a 
fluorescent light being picked up on one of the 
electronic guitars, but the trouble was soon 
located and dealt with. This is the important 
thing as time, particularly in recording studios, is 
money. Another event was the appearance of a 
'mystery voice' on the monitoring speakers, 
talking about taking someone to Paddington 
Station. When I asked one of the engineers if 
they always received taxicab radio, the reply 
was, 'No—it's sometimes the GPO I' 

When a vehicle is transmitting directly out- 
side your premises, it is certainly difficult not to 
pick up the signal, and Spot are in good 
company in this respect, as I know that the BBC 
have had similar problems at times. Fortunately, 
parking restrictions usually lake care of this 
and, as in this case, the offending vehicle soon 
moves off. 

Despite the problems, negligible recording 
time was lost. The operations and maintenance 

staff are most efficient, and I would not hesitate 
to recommend Spot Productions to anyone. 

Their current hourly rales are as follows: 

Eight track recording: 19 gns. 
Four track recording: 15 gns. 
Two track recording; 12 gns. 
Full track mono recording; 10 gns. 

As with most other studios, there are plans for 
expansion, although here they are fairly long 
term. Nevertheless, I look forward to another 
visit in two or three years lime to see their 
enlarged studio and their 16 track equipment— 
or will it be 32 by then? 

'With a voice like 
yours, you need all the Z 

help you can get.' / & 

£ 

S£*ma 
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The Finest Power Amplifier in the World! 

We tossed up whether to use a Dolly, or a photo of the DC300 or both, but decided to just give you 
the facts man! When you have read them, and if you know of any amplifier that is as good (not better) 
we'll buy you one! We're pretty safe! 

DC300 power capability is 340 Watts RMS into 4 ohms, 190 Watts RMS into 8 ohms, 100 Watts RMS 
into 16 ohms each channel. 

For power bandwidth we can claim at say ISO Watts into 8 ohms, that it is FLAT from DC to 35,000 
Hz! -3dB point is 45,000 Hz. 

Harmonic Distortion at 1,000 Hz at a level of 75 Watts into 8 ohms Is a mere 0.007%. At 150 watts 
this becomes 0.01%. For comparison we can quote at 50 watts RMS at 20,000 Hz THD is 0.1%. At 
150 Watts RMS at 20,000 Hz it becomes 0.2%. 

Safe so far we feel! 

Intermod. Distortion on the DC300 is typically 0.05% at all power levels from 0.01 Watt up to 150 
Watts. Difficult to compare as few other amplifiers specify this, but remember it makes the difference 
between clean and woolly Bass. 

Hum and Noise on the DC300 is better than 100 dB below 150 Watts, 

Damping Factor is greater than 200. 

DC300 is stable under any load condition. Ideal for Electrostatic speakers as it handles capacitive loads 
so well. 

The DC300 is not cheap of course. But it is the best! 

U.K. users include The National Physical Laboratory, Road Research Laboratory, Institute of Sound and 
Vibration, Queen Mary College, Electricity Research Council, University of Manchester, International 
Entertainers Services Ltd., Island Records, and many others. If you would like more data on the DC300 
together with reprints of the reviews mentioned above please let us know. 

Remember if you want the Best for your Studio, Disco, or whatever and not the second best, or best in 
class (whatever that means) the DC300 is now accepted as the one to go for. 

The CBS Lab Data taken 
on the DC300 represents 
in sum the highest performance 
yet encountered in an amplifier. 
(High Fidelity Mar. '69) 

Coming as close to absolute 
perfection as any amplifier 
we have ever seen or 
investigated. 
(Audio Oct. '69) 

CARSTON ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
71 OAKLEY ROAD • CHINNOR • OXON 

Telephone: Kingston Blount (08445) 8561 
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RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES 

F'OR many people the use of bass and treble 
controls, and perhaps treble sleep cut and 

rumble filters will be the only experience they 
have of using equalisation to alter the shape of 
an input signal frequency spectrum. In the 
recording studio, equalisation is very important 
for a number of reasons which may not at first 
appear obvious, but which I hope to explain 
clearly. There are a number of different types of 
equaliser, the best-known being the simple bass 
and treble control which these days is only very 
rarely used. Normal controls of this type lend 
to start boosting or cutting bass below 500 Hz 
or so, and treble above approximately 2 kHz. 
The maximum amount of lift or cut which is 
available on most equalisers of this type is 
approximately 16 dB at 50 Hz and 15 kHz 
respectively, although several cases exist where 
the manufacturers have unwisely provided the 
facility of more lift. Taking the bass end first, 
it should be remembered that most tape record- 
ings made in the studio have to be cut on disc, 
which again has to be capable of being played 
satisfactorily on all gramophones. In many 
recordings, there are instruments capable of 
providing considerable power well below 100 
Hz. For this reason, if such a tone control is 
used, there may be appreciable boosts at 
frequencies around 50 Hz which may sound 
effective in the studio but which the cutting 
engineer could take off again in order to make 
the signal suitable for disc. Cutting excessive 
amplitudes at bass frequencies would cause the 
playback stylus to jump. Most recording 
engineers prefer a type of lift circuit in the bass 
(if a lift is necessary rather than a cut) which 
boosts up to a certain amount and then flattens 
off or even falls back. 

Very frequently bass cut is desirable and 
while this is usually done by means of a 
conventional series-capacitor roll-off circuit, 
often a slope of greater than 6 dB per octave is 
required. Whereas on consumer equipment, 
a rumble filter normally commences roll-off at 
40 Hz or so to remove turntable rumble, the 
engineer's requirement is usually to remove 
traffic rumble picked up by mikes, or even to 
reduce the effect of soggy bass reverberation. 
Whereas high frequencies tend to be clearly 
directional from most musical instruments, 
lower frequencies spread in all directions and 
can be picked up by mikes at an appreciable 
distance from the source, and it is these that 
frequently have bass cut applied to them. 
Another example is the effect of a double bass 
with this roll-off applied, especially when the 
microphone is placed fairly near the bridge or 
even higher up. The twang and thump of a 
plucked note may be considered more exciting 
when recorded through a bass filler. If it is 
required to emphasise a very low register, the 
technique referred to of boosting the 100 Hz 
region by 6 dB or so, while hardly boosting the 
40 Hz region, may well be considered safer. 

Few stereo machines made over a decade ago 
had a response extending far below 50 Hz, 
though most professional machines made 

today frequently go well below 30 Hz without 
any appreciable roll-off. It is this bottom 
octave which can bring to life the sound of a 
cathedral organ, a large symphony orchestra, 
or indeed a pop group with huge loudspeakers 
for their bass guitars. 

In general, when considering disc cutting, a 
high amplitude is permissible at lower fre- 
quencies in the lateral (sum) channel than in the 
vertical (difference) channel. It is frequently 
necessary, particularly when crossed bi-direc- 
tional mikes are used in cathedrals, to introduce 
a bass cut in the difference channel only, thus 
cutting out reverberation at lower frequencies 
entering the stereo system from the out of 
phase lobes of the crossed pair. It is not 
unusual to find the LF difference channel on an 
untreated tape higher than the sum channel. 
The effect of such a cut will in fact usually in- 
crease the impression of presence in the lower 
register rather than decrease it. 

Very similar criteria affect the application of 
high frequency boosts frequently necessary to 
increase the presence of an instrument. If such 
a boost is added to the output of a microphone 
in a particular recorded balance, the instrument 
will tend to sound louder and closer without its 
real amplitude increasing. This is because an 
instrument covered by a distant mike arrives 
with reverberation from the studio or concert 
hall surroundings and has its high frequency 
harmonics reduced by the characteristics of the 
studio. The ear tends to associate the intensity 
of harmonics in any sound with the distance of 
the sound source from the mike or listener. It 
has also been found that the air itself tends to 
reduce the HF proportion of distant sounds, 
even when little or no reverberation is present 
because of the sluggishness of molecular air 
movement. This is the reason incidentally that 
some capacitor microphones particularly liked 
by many engineers for recording in concert 
halls have a slight top boost actually present in 
the output of the mike. An example is the 
Neumann SM2 stereo, now superseded by the 
SM69. 

In the same way that high amplitudes of bass 
frequencies can cause mislracking on gramo- 
phone records, high amplitudes of HF causing 
high velocities to be present on the record can 
cause distortion on playback, since the playback 
stylus is physically unable to remain in clean 
contact with the groove wall. Magnetic tape 
also has an HF saturation point appreciably 
lower than at middle or lower frequencies, and 
once again distortion can be introduced if too 
much treble boost is added. 

It is highly dangerous to apply pre-emphasis 
to singers who have a pronounced sibilant. A 
good example of this is the recent issue of Dana 
singing All Kinds of Everything in which the 

BY ANGUS McKENZIE (Roundabout Records) 

PART 8 
EQUALISERS 

8 kHz recorded velocity reaches approximately 
34 cm/s at points corresponding precisely to the 
artist's sibilant. In order to overcome the 
disadvantages of a general HF boost, most 
studios employ a system by which an HF boost 
can be applied at several different frequencies 
with a further control on the bandwidth of the 
frequency boost in addition to a third control 
on the amount of lift. It is possible with such a 
device to introduce a boost at well below a 
sibilant frequency without any terrifying high 
cutting velocities at high frequencies, though 
any steep cut above this boost would tend to 
sound unnatural. An extremely versatile 
equaliser with this provision was made by 
Hultec in the USA some 15 years ago and is 
widely used in the UK. The same manufacturer 
also made some excellent passive low and high 
pass filters with a very steep cut-off, one knob 
controlling each end of the frequency spectrum. 
I well remember the effectiveness of providing 
with this latter unit a pass band extending only 
from 500 Hz to 2 kHz, the resultant sound 
being almost identical with the sound of tele- 
phone speech, and I used this technique for 
such imitations in a number of plays. Many 
studio control desks now incorporate the basic 
design of the first Pullec described. I am sure 
that it is not fully realised by the public that a 
balancing engineer should be, and usually is, 
just as much an artist with his controls as the 
musicians in the studio, particularly in the 
recording of pops. Before the days of the 
Dolby, it was most important to add as much 
HF equalisation as necessary before the initial 
tape recording since boosts applied when 
copying a tape could drastically increase hiss. 
There is now a tendency for equalisation to be 
applied to the output of mullitrack recorders 
which almost always these days include Dolbys. 

A further very useful tool which has been 
available for many years now is the graphic 
equaliser, with controls on each octave in the 
audio range. It will be seen that almost any 
curve is possible provided the slope required 
anywhere is not greater than about 12 dB per 
octave, though I understand some will give a 
greater figure if one octave is boosted and the 
next octave cut. The graphic equaliser is used 
to correct the overall proportion of different 
frequencies present but may not be sharp 
enough in boost and width for some require- 
ments such as emphasising of cymbals or the 
rim shot of a drum. One of the first graphic 
equalisers made commercially in Great Britain 
was made by Astronic (AEE Ltd.); I have used 
two of them for many years and found them 
extremely versatile. The circuit includes 
several double triodes, each having a feedback 
circuit around it tuned to a particular octave. 
The inputs of all circuits are paralleled via 
isolation resistors and the outputs controlled by 
potentiometers, the outputs of which are mixed 
and then amplified in a line output stage, which 
also includes a master pot. I had to make a 

(continued on page 312) 
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TWELVE years ago, BBC Television 
viewers saw the opening seconds of one of 

the Panorama programmes twice in succession 
—at first 'live', then followed almost immedi- 
ately by a re-run. No, it wasn't a mistake in the 
studio, the date was April 14 1958 and the 
occasion was the now famous demonstration 
by the late Richard Dimbleby of a video 
recording machine, designed and built by the 
BBC, that used magnetic tape as the recording 
medium. Not surprisingly, it aroused consider- 
able interest at the time for, although magnetic 
sound recording had been around for many 
years, the development of a video recorder 
had been hindered by the implications of the 
incredibly high head to tape velocities necessary 
to accommodate the bandwidth of the television 
picture. 

The BBC's solution was the obvious one: 
running tape at a very high speed past a static 
head, but the limitations of this idea were soon 
apparent, not the least of which was the high 
tape consumption. It wasn't long, therefore, 
before the rotating head concept realising head 
to tape velocities of about 40 m/s, became the 
accepted solution to the problem and within a 
year the American Ampex machines employing 
this technique started to come into service in 
this country. Readers will probably be familiar 
with the principle of the quadruplex video 
recorder; 50.8 mm (two inch) tape running at 
about 38 cm/s is shaped by a concave guide 
around a rotating wheel. Four mini record- 
replay heads mounted at 90° intervals on the 
periphery of the wheel in tum lay a narrow 
stripe of video information 0.25 mm wide 
transversely across the tape where each stripe 
represents some 18 lines of the scanned 625-line 
TV picture. 

So sound was the design of the original 
quadruplex machines that this is essentially still 
the method employed today in broadcast TV 
recorders, though of course system complexity 
has increased enormously, particularly since the 
introduction of colour. 

Few people in 1958 can have realised the 
impact video-tape would have on television 
production techniques. So complete has the 
takeover been that today, apart from news and 
current events programmes, virtually every 
picture originated by a television camera hits 

the screen via the medium of tape. A quick 
glance at the Radio Times shows that, allowing 
for films and the occasional live programme, 
some six out of ten programmes of an evening's 
entertainment are on tape. However, the 
revolution has been so quiet that, to the general 
public, anything that isn't live must be a 
'film'—a belief that extends to many newspaper 
TV critics who should know better; it can be 
very irksome to read a criticism beginning "Last 
night's film of the Wednesday Play ...' I 

Why then has video-tape taken over from 
film as the primary recording medium in tele- 
vision broadcasting? For precisely the same 
reasons that 6.25 mm tape caused the demise of 

original disc sound recording: low cost, high 
quality and flexibility. Add to this the conveni- 
ence of instant replay, and video-tape becomes 
ideal for the ephemeral world of TV. 

When talking of low tape cost, this is, of 
course, low only in proportion to a programme 
budget—a reel of 50.8 mm tape playing for 60 
minutes costs around £100. And the price of a 
broadcast VT machine is shattering—whereas 
one has quite a wide choice of closed circuit 

by Howard Dell 
Video-Tape Editor, 
BBC Television 

helical scan machines for under £1 000, a fully 
equipped quadruplex recorder can set the buyer 
back by about £60 000. 

Having spent a small fortune on such a 
machine, what do you get and how is it used? 
Well, to start with you get a tape deck of con- 
ventional layout that takes reels up to 36 cm 
diameter (that's 90 minutes playing time) with 
a normal capstan pinch-wheel arrangement 
and a recognisable sound head assembly, but 
there familiarity stops. The rotating vision 

head with its drive motorsils predominantly at 
the front and whines alarmingly on its air 
bearings when running at 15 000 RPM. Below 
the angled deck is a stack of plug-in printed 
circuit modules containing an uncountable 
number of transistors and integrated circuits— 
some to process the vision on record and play- 
back, servo systems to drive and control the 
deck, elegant electronic devices to correct defic- 
iencies of the tape-to-head transfer and, of 
course, the audio chain. Add to this a picture 
monitor, level meters, and two built-in oscillo- 
scopes for constant monitoring of the circuitry, 
and you have a machine that will produce a 
standard colour recording that can be replayed 

on this, or any other similar machine, to give 
breathtaking colour pictures which can only be 
distinguished from 'live' by the trained eye of a 
video-tape engineer—and sometimes even he 
can be fooled. 

Against the complexity of the vision circuitry, 
it comes as a pleasant surprise to find that the 
sound system is as conventional as on any audio 
recorder. In fact, the VT machine has two 
sound channels, the main one, used for the 
programme sound, runs along the top edge of 
the tape and the second, of slightly poorer 
quality and known as the cue track, lies near 
the bottom edge. The cue track can be used as 
a guide track for timing purposes, or might 
carry a second commentary (say in a different 
language). 

The main audio track is 1.77 mm wide and 
with a tape speed of 39.5 cm/s (15J i/s) the 
sound quality is, of course, quite good: a 
typical machine will have a flat record/replay 
response from 40 Hz to 15 kHz. Unfortunately, 
with the emphasis on picture quality, quadru- 
plex video-tape is manufactured with the 
magnetic elements of the oxide coating aligned 
transversely which gives rise to a higher hiss 
level than with conventional tape. Wow and 
flutter presents no problem at all, as the tight 

iHPGimnr. 

Close-up ol a video head assembly. The shaped guide has been 
retracted, revealing the headwheel and one of its pole tips. 

The BBC 1 Transmlssion Suite Control Room. One of the two 
remotely operated machines can be seen through the glass panel. 
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servo control of the tape transport demanded 
by the video department is more than good 
enough for the sound—the overall record/play 
wow and flutter can be held down at around 
0.02% to 0.03%. 

In order to keep the machines running at peak 
performance, routine maintenance is essential. 
Apart from a fortnightly major servicing 
period, maintenance staff keep a continuous 
watchful eye on all machines, particular atten- 
tion being paid to the video head. Due to the 
high speed at which it operates and the fact 
that the pole tips are impressed slightly into the 
tape, the wear rate is very high and a head may 
well be worn out after about 100 hours running 
time. Rejected head assemblies (that is, head 
wheel plus drive motor) are returned to the 
manufacturer for refurbishing for further use. 

Once set up, it is no more difficult to record 
a programme on a quadruplex machine than to 
make a normal sound recording. The operator 
has normal play, record, wind and stop buttons 
at hand and a kaleidoscope of 'fault' lights 
inform him of any malfunction while the recor- 
der is running. What he cannot do, however, is 
check the picture off-tape as he is recording 
(as a three head audio recorder can monitor 
sound). There is always the danger therefore 
that the recording will unknowingly be marred 
by tape dropout, or perhaps a catastrophic loss 
of recording will occur due to the tape shedding 
oxide and clogging the heads, although 'clog' 
detectors are now becoming available. 

Because of this uncertainty and the possibility 
of some other failure, programmes are nearly 
always recorded on two machines; obviously 
the chances of both recordings being faulty are 
pretty remote, but it does happen, though 
fortunately rarely in a manner that makes a 
show beyond salvage! Tapes are bulk erased 
before use, a purely precautionary measure 
since the machines have an efficient full width 
erase head. (It might be of interest to relate this 
to the editorial of the February 1970 issue of 
Studio Sound: the BBC-designed bulk erasers 
both rotate the tape and increase the magnetic 
erasing field from zero to a maximum then 
down again, automatically. Once per revolu- 
tion Thumps' just don't exist.) 

After a playback of the whole recorded pro- 
gramme to check the technical quality, it is very 

likely that the tape will require editing before 
transmission. Probably 80% of taped pro- 
grammes seen on the air have been edi ted to some 
degree. This may be just one join in a schools 
programme to cover a fluff or a break in the 
action, or upwards of 150 edits in a large drama 
where the play will have been shot deliberately 
in short sequences. Traditionally, video-tape 
has been edited by cutting and joining the tape 
at the required points with a special sticky tape, 
the butt ends being aligned in a microscope- 
fitted splicing jib. Technically, the cut is made 
in the field blanking period and with a posi- 
tional accuracy on the tape of about ±0.05 mm; 
exceed this and the picture as seen on the 
screen may well flash at the edit point, in 
extreme cases it could break up altogether and 
take several seconds to restabilise. 

A more elegant method of editing has been 
taking over slowly in the last few years and with 
the introduction of colour has really come into 
its own: a process called electronic dub editing. 
Here the tape isn't cut at all—the whole pro- 
gramme is re-recorded from the master on to a 
clean tape using a pair of machines which can 
be locked together electronically in such a 
manner that the programme is built up from the 
required sequences. At the heart of the system 
lies an electronic editor, which controls picture 
edits to one frame accuracy at the turn of a 
knob and can effect speech and music edits that 
are quite undetectable—all without ever having 
to touch the tape. Combined with the wealth of 
television special effects possible these days: 
dissolve, colour distortions, freeze frames, etc., 
and as much sound tinkering as one can devise, 
there is potentially a creative programme 
editing service that is limited purely by the cost 
of time. In practice, the time spent editing a 
programme might be five hours for a thirty 
minute comedy show to two or three days for 
an important drama (like one episode of 
Henry VIIl's Wives). 

A tape costing around £100 when new will 
have an intrinsic value of perhaps tens of 
thousands of pounds by the time it is ready for 
transmission, so great care has to be taken both 
in its handling and storage. Before loading a 
programme tape, the VT machine is always 
cleaned with the solvent Freon and special paper 
tissues, and the heads are demagnetised with an 

ordinary hand degausser. Ingenious tape 
movement sensors on the decks prevent tape 
stretch by inhibiting selection of different modes 
(for example, play from rewind) until the tape 
has stopped, and the mechanical alignment of 
the tape transport is regularly checked to 
ensure even winds on the spools. Tapes are 
stored and transported on their edges in stout 
fibre or plastic boxes and the tape library has an 
air conditioning system with temperature and 
humidity maintained within very close limifs. 

So much for the predictable dangers—but 
what about the human element? Well, the 
machines have a record 'lock-out' switch which 
will prevent the record mode from being selec- 
ted by accident, but of course it has to be set. 
Should someone actually manage to start 
recording on top of a programme, it is unlikely 
that much would be lost before the mistake 
were realised, and in this event a repair could 
be made from the second (backing) copy still 
held in reserve. 

Having edited the tape and stored it safely 
there comes the time when it is to be trans- 
mitted. Although most of the 20 machines at 
the Television Centre in London are capable of 
going on the air, in practice transmissions are 
usually originated from one of the 'Transmis- 
sion Suites'. There are two installations so 
designated, one serving the BBC 1 Network and 
the other BBC 2, each containing two of the 
latest designs of VT machines in ultra clean 
surroundings. 

The engineer responsible for preparing the 
tape for transmission lines up the machine 
controls on the two minutes of test signals 
recorded before the start of the programme. 
The most important of these will be the 'colour 
bars'—vertical stripes of different colours— 
which he will match to a standard. Satisfied 
that all is well, he thereafter operates the 
machine remotely through the glass window of 
the adjacent Control Room. 

Final instructions to run the machine for 
playback on the network are given from else- 
where in the Television Centre by the Network 
Director who, at the end of the previous pro- 
gramme counts down the 10 second run-up of 
the VT machine (to ensure good stable pictures) 
then switches it on the air for, we hope, an 

{continued on page 342) 

The start of a transmission, as viewed by a 
Control Room engineer. 

Front doors of a VT machine open to reveal most 
of the electronics. 
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THE PBINCIPLES OF 

RAPHOHIC 

RECORDING 

By Michael Gerzon 

PART 
ONE 

Are Four Channels Really Necessary? 

THE recent growth of interest in quadra- 
phony (i.e. sound reproduction via four 

loudspeakers) has encouraged the belief that 
four recording channels are necessary for a 
full quadraphonic effect. The author has 
recently published an account1 of a method of 
four-speaker reproduction of ordinary two- 
channel stereo that can give a convincing all- 
round-sound effect, despite certain theoretical 
and practical limitations. This poses the prob- 
lem of whether one really needs to record or 
transmit four channels of audio for four speaker 
quadraphonic reproduction. 

The aim of this article is to give an elementary 
theoretical analysis which indicates that three 
recorded channels should be quite adequate for 
quadraphonic reproduction. The uses, advan- 
tages and limitations of this are discussed, and 
formulae are given which indicate how three- 
channel recordings can be reproduced via four 
loudspeakers, and how four-channel recordings 
can be reduced to three channels. The second 
part of this article is devoted to the use of these 
considerations in obtaining a system of Peri- 
phonic (Greek: peri-, around) sound reproduc- 
tion, i.e. the reproduction of sound in all 
spatial directions, from in front, each side, 
behind, above and below. 

While the author has used certain advanced 
mathematical techniques in deriving the 
material in this article, all the results are here 
stated only in terms of very elementary mathe- 
matics, and physical reasons are given for most 
of the phenomena. It is hoped that the informa- 
tion here will prove useful in designing multi- 
channel recording and reproducing systems, 
quadraphonic pan-pot circuits, and in other 
applications. 

It is generally accepted that three speakers 
are not adequate for good surround sound, due 
to the limited listening area and the wide angle 
between the loudspeakers. This has led many 
people to assume that, because four loud- 
speakers are necessary for surround sound, 
therefore one needs to record four channels. 
The author has shown1 that even two-channel 
recordings can be made to give a genuine 
surround sound (albeit with some defects), and 
this suggests that three channels might be 
quite sufficient to convey all the information 

required for quadraphonic reproduction. 
There are strong arguments in support of 

deriving the sound for four loudspeakers from 
only three channels of recorded sound. The 
primary purpose of four speaker reproduction 
is to reproduce music realistically. It is gener- 
ally recognised that the most natural recordings 
are obtained by coincident microphones, rather 
than spaced or multi-mike techniques. (It is 
true that the latter techmques may produce a 
more spectacular, 'pleasing' or analytic sound, 
but it is not the purpose of the present article to 
argue matters of taste.) 

It may be thought that placing four coinci- 
dent microphones with, say, cardioid direc- 
tional characteristics pointing in different 
directions will give a reasonable four channel 
sound. For conventional quadraphony, which 
only conveys horizontal directional infor- 
mation, these microphones will normally have 
their axes pointing horizontally. However, 
it may not be generally known that, for micro- 
phones whose axes point horizontally, there are 
only three linearly independent microphone dir- 
ectional characteristics. Put another way, given 
four coincident microphones whose axes point 
horizontally, it is always possible to derive the 
audio output of at least one of the microphones 
by matrixing the outputs of the other three 
microphones together in suitable proportions. 
(Technically, this is expressed by saying that 
'the space of horizontal microphone directional 
characteristics is three-dimensional'. This arises 
from the fact that all conventional microphone 
directional characteristics are linear combina- 
tions of zero and first order spherical harmonics. 
In future, high quality microphones may be 
developed whose directional characteristics 
involve second order spherical harmonics. 
Four such microphones would be capable of 
recording four independent channels for four 
speaker reproduction.) 

This means that whenever a coincident 
microphone technique is used for sound to be 
reproduced over four loudspeakers arranged 
horizontally around the listener, as in fig. 1 
for example, only three microphones are 
actually needed to obtain all the audio informa- 
tion. The sound fed to each of the four speakers 
can be derived by suitable matrixing of the three 
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microphone signals. Thus, for many purposes, 
only three recorded channels are needed to 
convey all the information reproduced by the 
four loudspeakers. 

In order to give this assertion concrete form, 
it is first necessary to describe the layout of the 
reproducing loudspeakers. In the standard 
quadraphonic system, the four loudspeakers 
are to the rear left, front left, front right, and 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF 

RAPHONIC 

RECORDING 

By Michael Gerzon 

PART 
ONE 

rear right of the listener, in a square as illus- 
trated. It is convenient to label these loud- 
speakers A, B, C and D respectively, and to use 
these letters to indicate the four audio signals 
which must be transmitted to the four loud- 
speakers. 

Consider three identical coincident micro- 
phones with, say, cardioid directional charac- 
teristics pointing in the three directions indicated 
by solid arrows in fig. 2. Thus, one microphone 
points 60° to the left (giving an output L), one 
points 60° to the right (giving an output R), and 
one points backward (giving an output P). 
According to what was said above, it is possible 
to derive all other horizontally-pointing micro- 
phone outputs from L, R and P by matrixing. 
Also note that the signals L and R form a good 
stereo signal. The signals A', B', C, and D' fed 
to the four loudspeakers A, B, C and D could 
well be the outputs that would be given by 
cardioid microphones pointing in the four 
directions (broken arrows) labelled A', B', C 
and D' in fig. 2, i.e. 135° to the left, 45° to the 
left, 45° to the right, and 135° to the right. 
Rather messy trigonometric computations 
show that A', B', C and D' may be obtained 
from L, R and P by the matrixing described in 
Table I. 

If the microphones pointing in the directions 
L, R and P of fig. 2, have a given identical 
hypercardioid directional characteristic, then 
the signals A', B', C and D' obtained by the 
matrixing of Table 1 will be the signals which 
would be obtained from identical hyper- 
cardioid microphones pointing in the directions 
A', B', C, and D' of fig. 2, 

Thus, for coincident microphone recordings, 
we need only record the signals L, R and P 
given out by identical cardioid or hypercardioid 
microphones pointing in the directions of 
the three solid arrows in fig. 2, The signals 
fed to the four loudspeakers can be obtained 
by the matrixing of Table 1. This illustrates 
the principle that good quadraphony can be 
recorded using only three channels, although 
four loudspeakers are needed to reproduce it. 

Having shown that coincident microphone 
recordings need only three channels, the 
question naturally arises whether other types of 
four-speaker audio can be recorded or trans- 

Table 1 
Converting three channels L, R, P to four channels 
(see fig. 2) 
A' - 0.506 L - 0.311 R + 0.805 P 
B' - 0.977 L + 0.161 R - 0.138 P 
C " 0.161 L + 0.977 R - 0.138 P 
D' - -0.311 L + 0.506 R + 0.805 P 

Table 2 
Converting four channels A, B, C, D to three channels 
(In the manner of 135°-no// hypercardioid micro- 
phones). 
L - 0.418 A + 0.724 B + 0.194 C - 0.112 D 
R = -0.112 A + 0.194 B + 0.724 C + 0.418 D 
P - 0.612 A + 0.612 D 

Table 3 
Reproduction of four channels transmuted via three 
channels (as In Tables II and I) 
A' - 0,739 A + 0.306 B - 0.127 C + 0.306 D 
B' = 0.306 A + 0.739 B + 0.306 C - 0.127 D 
C ■= -0.127 A + 0.306 B + 0.739 C + 0.306 D 
D' - 0.306 A - 0.127 B + 0.306 C + 0.739 D 

milled using only three channels. Most of the 
four-channel material recorded at the moment 
consists of more or less independent sound on 
each channel, due to the use of widely spaced 
microphones. There is one obvious way of 
reducing genuine four-channel recordings to 
three channels. This is to derive the three 
signals L, R, and P that would be picked up by 
imagined microphones pointing along the 
solid arrows in fig. 2 if the sound A, B, C, and D 
of the four channels were played through 
loudspeakers in the four directions A', B', C, 
and D' in fig. 2. While we are only imagining 
'make-believe' microphones picking up imagin- 
ary loudspeakers, the computation of the signals 
L, R, and P picked up by these microphones 
does give us a prescription for reducing four 
channels to three. Unfortunately, the signals 
L, R, and P thus obtained depend on the choice 
of directional characteristic of these imagined 
microphones. This illustrates the fact that there 
is no unique way of reducing four-channel 
material to three channels. 

Table 4 
Converting four channels A, B,C, D, to three channels 
(In the manner of cardioid microphones). 
L = 0.445 A + 0.695 B + 0.262 C + 0.012 D 
R - 0.012 A + 0.262 B + 0.695 C + 0.445 D 
P - 0.604 A + 0.104 B + 0.104 C + 0.604 D 

Table 2 gives the matrixing that converts four 
channels to three assuming that our fictional 
microphones are hypercardioids with a null 
response 135° off axis, i.e. with a 15.31 dB 
front-to-back ratio. 

The four-channel material, with signals 
A, B, C, and D, can be transmitted or recorded 
via three channels, L, R, and P by the recipe of 
Table 2. The signals A', B', C, and D' for the 
four loudspeakers can be rederived by the 
recipe of Table 1. Of course, something is lost 
in the process of reducing four channels to 
three. Table 3 gives the signals A', B', C, and 
D' emerging from the loudspeakers in terras 
of the original signals A, B, C, and D, after 
these have been reduced to three channels 
L, R, P and been reconstituted according to 
Tables 2 and 1. It will be seen that the signal 
B' (say) emerging from loudspeaker B consists 
mainly of the signal B, plus the signals A and C 
each attenuated by 7.66 dB, plus an out-of- 
phase crosstalk of the signal D attenuated by 

(continued on page 341) 
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AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 

SPECIFICATION ; 
INPUTS: 

EQUALISATION 

GAINS: 

NOISE: 

OUTPUT and 
DISTORTION: 

MONITORING: 

12 input channels each having 600 ohm 
microphone input, switched attenuatorand 
I0K ohm line input. 2 echo return chan nels. 
All input channels have Baxendall H.F. and 
L.F. controls, HI and LO pass filters, and 
presence lift of up to lOdb.at: 150,300and 
600 Hz 2, 3, 5 and 8 kHz 
Maximum gain of unit in standard form 
80 dB. 
Microphone input unit with all equalisers 
set flat, better than -125 dB. 

Maximum output +20 dBm. Distortion 
0.05% 
Built in 20w. per channel stereo amplifiers. 

4 PPMs and PPM for echo send. 
COMPRESSOR/ 
LIMITERS: 

OUTPUTS: 

FADERS; 
TALK-BACK: 
ROUTING: 

4 Compressor limiter amplifiers provided, 
may be inserted in any group or channel. 
4 Groups 600 ohm Balanced 
2 Echo send 600 ohm Balanced 
2 Fold-back 600 ohm Unbalanced 
2 Monitqr Speakers 8 or 15 ohm 
I Talk back Speaker 8 or 15 ohm 
All faders are Penny & Giles slide type. 
Built-in microphone and talk-back amplifier. 
By unique matrix system. 

A PORTABLE MIXING CONSOLE 
BUILT ON THE MODULAR SYSTEM 

ft 

PRICES AND DETAILS ON REQUEST TO 

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS, HALL LANE, WALSALL WOOD, STAFFS. 
BROWNHILLS 

4605 

IN THE CENTRE OF BIRMINGHAM 

YOU'LL FIND 

Zel-lA 

* Recording Studios 

* Disc-cutting Service 

* Custom Record Pressings 

* Mobile Recording Unit 

Please phone or write for details : 

021-622-2681 24 hour answerphone 

ZELLA RECORDS (Birmingham) LTD. 

32 Bristol Street, Birmingham 5 

LEVEL CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Superb Performance—moderate cost 

7 700-M 
Compressor- 

Limiter 

The new F700 Compressor provides a range of compression 
slopes from less than 2:1 to greater than 25:1; switched attack 
control for special effects: switched release control from 
25mS. The threshold level is switched with compression slope 
to provide a constant level of output for l7dB reduction. Normal 
output level (unattenuated) -f 8dBm. Noise better than -75dB 
below Limit level Distortion: 0.1% for 2SdB reduction. 

also available 
F600 Limlter/Compressor and E800 Equaliser 

Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd 

10 Lower Rd., Cookham Rise, Maidenhead, Berks. 
Tel: Bourne End 22231 (STD. 06285-22231) 
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QUADRAPHONIC RECORDING 
CONTINUED 

15.31 dB, However, this crosstalk should not 
seriously affect the directional characteristics 
of the reproduced sound, as satisfactory results 
are obtained with the much higher degree of 
crosstalk obtained when two-channel stereo is 
reproduced via four loudspeakers.1 

Thus, while the three-channel transmission 
or recording of four-channel material causes 
little loss of directional effect, the sound does 
tend to spread out among the loudspeakers. 
The reconstituted sound may be thought of as a 
spatially blurred version of the original. This is 
illustrated by what happens to coincident 
microphone recordings. Suppose that A, B, C, 
and D were picked up by coincident hyper- 
cardioid microphones with nulls 135° off axis 
pointing along the broken arrows of fig. 2. 
Then the reproduced signals A', B', C, and D' 
obtained by reducing to three channels and 
reconstituting as in tables 2 and 1 will be the 
sound that would be picked up by cardioid 
microphones pointing along the broken arrows 
of fig. 2. 

Thus a certain amount of information is lost 
even with coincident microphones in the pro- 
cess of converting from four channels to three, 
and back to four again. For both spaced and 
coincident microphone recordings, the degree 
of loss depends on the chosen imaginary 
microphone characteristic used to convert four 
channels to three. Table 4 gives the-reduction 
from four channels to three when the fictional 
microphones are cardioids. The reproduced 
channels are then as in Table 5, in which the 
degree of sound spreading on to adjacent 
channels is greater than in Table 3. However, 
crosstalk on to the opposite channel is elimin- 
ated, which is a desirable requirement with 
spaced microphone recordings. 

Table 6 gives the reduction from four channels 
to three when the fictional microphones are 
hypercardioids with a null 120° off axis (i.e. with 
a 9.54 dB front-to-back ratio). Such a three 
channel signal will not be very suitable for 
reconversion to four channels by the recipe of 
Table 1 in many cases, as the reproduced 
signals will be as in Table 7, in which the cross- 
talk on each channel from the opposite channel 
is a rather excessive —9.54 dB. However, if the 
signals A, B, C, and D originate from a coinci- 
dent microphone system, then the reproduced 
signals A', B', C, and D' will be the same as 
A, B, C, and D. 

This shows that, if four channels are reduced 
to three, conversion using an imaginary 120°- 
null hypercardioid (Table 6) works best with 
coincident microphone recordings, conversion 
using a fictitious cardioid (Table 4) has desirable 
properties for spaced microphone recording in 
which no pan-potting is used, and conversion 
using an imaginary 135°-null hypercardioid 
(Table 2) is a good intermediate compromise 
between these conflicting requirements. 

Sounds which are pan-potted exactly half- 
way between two adjacent speakers can be 
conveyed without loss via three channels, as 
long as the conversion to three channels uses 
a fictitious 120o-nuIl hypercardioid (Table 6). 
For example, consider an audio signal X pan- 
potted halfway between speakers A and B. 
Then the four-channel signal is A — 0.707X, 
B = 0.707X, C = 0, D = 0. A fter conversion 

to three channels via Table 6, one has 
L = 0.787X, R = —0.079X, P = 0.354X. The 
matrixing of Table 1 reconstitutes the signals 
A' = 0.707X, B' = 0.707X, C = D' = 0. 
Similarly, a signal pan-potted half-way between 
speakers B and C, C and D, or D and A can 
be transmitted via three channels by putting, 
respectively, L = 0.604X, R = 0.604X, P = 
—0.146X or L = -0.079X, R = 0.787X, 
P = 0.354X or L = 0.104X, R = 0.104X, 
P = 0.854X. 

All the above indicates that reasonable 
quadraphonic sound can be conveyed via three 
channels. It is therefore worthwhile to examine 
the various domestic recording and transmis- 
sion media to see what advantages three- 
channel recording might have over four- 
channel recording. 

Take the problem of transmitting four- 
speaker sound via FM radio. The author has 
recently proposed2 a system of broadcasting 
three channels which involves the use of no 
subcarrier frequencies not already used for 
stereo. This system inherently has a much 
better noise performance, and causes less 
adjacent-station interference than any four- 
channel FM multiplex system. In the case of 
FM broadcasting, significant improvements in 
technical quality can thus be obtained if 
quadraphonic sound is conveyed via only three 
channels. 

The use of only three channels also has signi- 
ficant advantages in domestic tape recording. 
Current proposals for quadraphony involve 
recording four channels side-by-side on 6.25 

Table 5 
Reproduction of four channels transmitted via three 
channels (as In tables 4 and I) 
A' - 0.707 A + 0.354 B + 0.000 C + 0.354 D 
B' = 0.354 A + 0.707 B + 0.354 C + 0.000 D 
C - 0.000 A + 0.354 B + 0.707 C + 0.354 D 
D' - 0.354 A + 0.000 8 + 0.354 C + 0.707 D 

Table 6 
Converting four channels A, B, C, D, to three channels 
(In the manner of 120° -null hypercardioid micro- 
phones). 
L - 0.379 A + 0.733 B + 0.121 C - 0.233 D 
R - -0.233 A + 0.121 B + 0.733 C + 0.379 D 
P - 0.604 A - 0.104 B - 0.104 C + 0.604 D 

Table 7 
Reproduction of four channels transmitted via three 
channels(asIn tables S and I) 
A' - 0.750 A + 0.250 B - 0.250 C + 0.250 D 
B' - 0.250 A + 0.750 B + 0.250 C - 0.250 D 
C - -0.250 A + 0.250 B + 0.750 C + 0.250 D 
D' - 0.250 A - 0.250 B + 0.250 C + 0.750 D 
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mm (quarter inch) tape. The width of each tape 
track on the best four channel tape heads is only 
about 1 mm. This means that the outer tracks 
are badly affected by dropout, and the hiss 
level is rather high. If only three tracks had to 
be recorded, the track width would increase to 
1.6 mm, which would improve the signal-to- 
noise ratio by at least 2 dB, and would dra- 
matically reduce drop-out. The three-track 
format would also be compatible with half- 
track stereo recordings. Furthermore, the cost 
of reasonable quality multitrack heads is rather 
high, and three track heads would only cost 
about half as much as four-track heads of 
comparable quality. 

Alternatively, it would be economic to 
record quadraphonic tapes using three tracks 
in each direction. The quality loss involved in 
this would be substantially less than when four 
tracks each way are used. Indeed, experience 
with 8-track cartridges indicates that eight 
tracks on 6.25 mm tape cause many severe 
problems, due to the difficulty of accurate 
track alignment. The wider track widths and 
guard bands possible with tapes using three 
channels each way should reduce these 
problems. 

It is more difficult to see whether the use of 
only three channels gives any advantages with 
gramophone records, as one first has to consider 
how multi-channel gramophone records might 
be manufactured. To preserve the low cost of 
gramophone records, it is essential that any 
multichannel disc should be manufactured by 
the simple process of pressing a blob of vinyl, 
and this rules out adding channels by modulat- 
ing the colour, the dielectric constant, the 
magnetisation, or other esoteric properties of 
the disc. Conceivably, two channels could be 
added to ordinary stereo by modulating the 
slope of each of the two groove walls, but there 
are numerous difficulties in designing a pickup 
to recover this information. In practice, it 
seems certain that additional channels will be 
added by modulating an ultrasonic subcarrier 
with frequency between 30 and 40 kHz. 

Several companies are known to be working 
on multichannel discs using subcarriers, with 
reasonably promising results. Despite the very 
low amplitudes of such subcarriers (about the 
wavelength of light... it appears that a fairly 
low noise level can be achieved, thanks to the 
ability of heated record cutting styli to reduce 
noise at high frequencies. By recording two 
modulated subcarriers, each causing a direction 
of stylus motion 90° from that caused by the 
other, four channels can be carried on one disc. 
The crosstalk between the subcarriers will be 
poor, because of the poor channel separation of 
pickups at high frequencies, but even this can be 
minimised by recording the two subcarriers 90° 
out-of-phase with respect to one another. 

Back to seventy-eights? 
However, at the current 33 J RPM rotation 

rate there is one severe problem with the sub- 
carrier method. When the record is tracked, the 
pickup will produce fairly large amounts of 
harmonic distortion above 5 kHz. As the usual 
stereo tracks will be recorded at a much higher 
level than the subcarriers can be, distortion 
products of the audio will interfere badly with 
the subcarrier modulations. This problem can 
be partly overcome by using higher rotation 

(continued overleaf) 
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QUADRAPHONIC RECORDING CONTINUED 

rates, e.g. 45 or 78 RPM, but it is known that 
the distortion level in the vertical component of 
the stylus motion is larger than in the horizontal 
component. Thus the easiest way of reducing 
the distortion's interference with the subcar- 
riers is to record the subcarriers horizontally 
only. But if this is done only one subcarrier 
can be recorded. 

Thus the technical problems associated with 
using modulated carriers may mean that only 
three channels may be available on gramophone 
records. In such a case, it would again be 
desirable to convey quadraphony via three 
channels. Care will be needed to ensure that the 
polarity, phase and frequency response of the 
subcarrier channel matches that of the stereo 
channels, at least in the mid-frequency audio 
range, so that the matrixing of Table 1 can be 
performed accurately. 

While quadraphony can be conveyed over 
three channels, we have seen that four channels 
are capable of conveying sound with less spatial 
spreading of the sound onto adjacent channels. 
What, then, is the precise nature of the addi- 

tional information conveyed by four channels? 
In a four-channel recording, there is one 

audio signal essentially independent of the 
three audio signals L, R, and P of Tables 2, 4 
or 6, which conveys no directional information 
whatsoever. This is the 'focus' signal F defined 
by 

F = iA - iB + iC - iD. 
This is the only combination of the four 
signals A, B, C, and D which is always zero 
for coincident microphone recordings. For any 
four channel recording, given the signals L, R, 
P, and F, it is always possible to rederive the 
original signals A, B, C, and D by means of 
matrixing. When the signal F is suppressed 
(i.e. when only L, R. and P are transmitted), a 
reasonable facsimile of the original directional 
effect can still be obtained by means of the 
matrixing of Table 1. Thus the essential 
difference between three and four channel 
quadraphony is the addition in the latter of the 
'focus' signal, which conveys no directional 
information, but only information about how 
widely a sound appearing to come from a given 
direction is spread out among the four loud- 
speakers. 

The question of when a four channel record- 

ing with signals A, B, C, and D is capable of 
being passed through three channels without 
alteration has a simple answer; this can be done 
if and only if the focus signal is zero, and the 
matrixing that achieves this is that of Tables 6 
and 1. 

Despite the fact that three channels are 
sufficient for quadraphony, commercial pres- 
sures make it likely that practical quadraphonic 
media will in fact convey four channels. 
However, we have seen that 'focus' information 
can be dispensed with without excessive losses of 
directional information. This prompts the 
thought that, in four-channel recordings, per- 
haps the focus information can be discarded, 
and other information smuggled into its place. 
The next part of this article will describe how, 
by this means, 'conventional' (1) quadraphonic 
recordings can be used to reproduce height 
information via suitable reproducing 
equipment. 

REFERENCES 
1) M. A, Gerzon; 'Surround Sound—From 2-Channcl 
Stereo 1' Hi-Fi News, August. 
2) M. A. Gerzon: 'QUART—A System of Multichannel 
FM Multiplex'. Hi-Fi News. May 1970. 

VIDEO-TAPE IN BROADCASTING 
CONTINUED 

uneventful transmission. 
After transmission the tape is sent back to 

the library and this raises the question of 
storage of old programmes with its biggest 
attendant problem—space. Simple mental arith- 
metic will tell you how much room is needed to 
store any quantity of boxes 380 by 380 mm, and 
77 mm thick. Not only that, but the shelves 
have to be pretty strong too—the tapes weigh 
around 9 kg each. 

For this and other reasons the BBC has 
decided to limit the number of tapes that should 
be in store at any time, so there is a constant 
review of the value of recorded programmes. 
(Is a two year old Z Cars really worth keeping?) 
Finally, therefore, after a couple of repeats and 
with no possibility of further overseas sales, an 
executive may decide that a certain programme 

is no longer required and then the tortuous 
process of programme wiping begins; check and 
cross check, there must be no error here. 

Tapes released in this manner may well go 
back into service for re-use. If they have been 
edited (a history card kept with every tape 
details this) it will be necessary to check how 
many joins there are along its length. An 
excessive number will destine the tape to the 
dustbin. If there are only half a dozen in 90 
minutes, well spaced, the tape will be inspected, 
joins remade if necessary, and then re-issued, 
although it is unlikely that such a tape would be 
used for major colour programmes as these 
would always use uncut tapes. It has been 
found in practice that the life of a tape is 
determined by the number of joins it receives— 
they are never around long enough to wear out I 

Finally, it might be of interest to readers of 
Studio Sound to look at the position of helical 
scan machines in broadcasting. Until now the 

quality of these cheaper recorders has been such 
that they were only suitable for industrial 
closed circuit applications but recent designs 
have a performance that is attracting the 
attention of broadcasting engineers. At the rate 
modern technology advances, it can't be loo 
long before a helical scan machine rivals a 50.8 
mm quadruplex machine in quality ; whether 
or not it will take over as the standard TV 
recorder is something we will have to wait and 
see. In view of the worldwide standardisation 
and investment in the quadruplex machine, the 
larger breed may well remain in command until 
the advent of a completely new method of 
vision recording. One thing seems certain—the 
manufacturers of tape have a very rosy future 
before them I 

The author would like to thank the British 
Broadcasting Corporation for permission to 
publish this article. 

RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES 
CONTINUED 

number of modifications on my own units in 
order to improye the hum level, but I under- 
stand that their latest transistorised units are 
greatly superior in this respect. An extremely 
versatile graphic equaliser unit is made by 
Lecvers-Rich for just under £200, which also 
incorporates a high pass filter for removing 
rumble. 1 hope to review one of these shortly. 

When considering stereo equalisation, the 
engineer must bear in mind that an equal 
amount and type of equalisation must be used 
in each channel, particularly when stereo pair 
mikes are used. If this is not done, stereo 
spread will wander from side to side, and can 
sound quite intolerable. For this reason also, 
it is important for the equalisation presets in 
the tape recorder to be adjusted carefully 
giving as near a flat response on each channel 
as possible. If it is found, however, that one 
channel has perhaps an uncontrollable bump 

at 8 kHz, it is best for the other channel to have 
an equal bump. Otherwise, when the tape 
recording is played back on another machine, 
there would be a swing of stereo image at high 
frequencies. 

It may appear from the above comments that 
equalisation is in use all the time on almost 
everything but this is most certainly not so. 
Engineers must remember that in real life we 
hear most sounds 'flat' and anything with 
attenuated top sounds that way because of its 
distance. Depth should always be present on a 
recording in addition to width and this can be 
ruined by over-equalisation. This tends to hap- 
pen on many American recordings. Some of the 
cleanest sound I have heard has been recorded 
from the output of a single stereo capacitor pair 
without any equalisation, giving startling 
realism. This technique, however, usually only 
applies when the acoustics of the studio or 
concert hall are excellent. Equalisation should 
not be regarded as the be-all-and-end-all but as a 
cure for deficiencies of one kind or another, and 

as a spotlight for a particular instrument. There 
is nothing more horrible than a dramatically 
over-equalised highly limited sound which 
bashes the eardrums continually. On the other- 
hand, perhaps that is the type of sound that the 
teenagers now demand, alas. 

Let me again remind readers that what may 
sound remarkable on a stereo master tape may 
be impossible for disc. The engineer should 
realise that he is then at the mercy of the 
cutting engineer who may change the perspec- 
tive of the master, quite apart from the inherent 
changes due to the new medium. Often the 
poor cutting engineer gels the blame, but more 
often this should be laid on the recording 
engineer responsible for the original balance or 
reduction. Since the advent of the Dolby A301, 
lower tape peak recording levels are in general 
use, allowing the tape to handle higher ampli- 
tudes at high frequencies in relation to low 
ones. Caution please; remember the cutting 
stylus has a limited HF performance, based 
on the angles between the faces of the cutter. 
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PART FOUR 
LIMITERS AND 
COMPRESSORS 

BYBOBAUGER 
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WE now turn to the question of control- 
ling dynamic range. In the classical 

field, the practice of tampering with the com- 
poser's dynamic markings by either manually 
or electronically interfering with the sound level 
is generally frowned upon and this accounts for 
the very wide range of many of the classical 
records available. The introduction during the 
last few years of low-noise transistor equipment 
into the mixing chain, together with such 
devices as the Dolby system, have allowed the 
recording engineer to cope with extremely wide 
dynamic range and it is no problem today to 
accept the loudest fortissimo passages down to 
the quietest pianissimo which can be produced 
by an orchestra, without the engineer having to 
adjust the main gain control feeding the signal 
to the tape recorder. Considerable experience 
and skill, however, is required to get 
the best from modem disc-cutting lathes, 
and the lack of such skilled personnel results in 
many a disc becoming a travesty of the original 
tape. 

I have digressed into the disc field for the 
moment in order to illustrate why some of the 
major companies introduce various forms of 
volume compression at the time of cutting the 
disc. Squashing at a higher average level allows 
the music to be heard clearly both through an 
indifferent pressing and also on poor reproduc- 
ing equipment. 

It is the realisation of these kind of problems 
that has led the pop side of the industry into 
developing highly compressed or limited discs 
which are guaranteed to have a dynamic range 
of at least 2 dB from beginning to end and 
furthermore are cut at the maximum possible 
level so that competitors will not shout them 
down when played on a juke box. No balance 
engineer can be considered fully worth his salt 
today (commercially speaking at least I) unless 
he has a good working knowledge of the various 
types of limiters and compressors which are 
available and the experience which enables him 
to use them to their best effect. 

Although every make of compressor or 
limiter has its own inherent characteristics, the 
following is a brief guide to some of the more 
general uses for these pieces of apparatus. 
The Limiter 

The main purpose of the limiter is to 'chop' 
volume peaks and a typical use of this device in 
classical music recording would be to reduce the 
volume of one timpani roll in an otherwise 
mezzo-forte recording. In this instance it can 
be seen that, by holding down one otherwise 
troublesome peak, the average level of the whole 
recording on tape or disc can be raised slightly 
with obvious benefits in the signal-to-noise 
ratio. The use of the limiter in classical music 

is somewhat rare and usually only a last resort 
in the kind of example outlined above. How- 
ever, limiters are sometimes used in vocal 
microphone circuits when operas are being 
recorded, since troublesome peaks are encoun- 
tered particularly in the soprano register of the 
human voice. Once again, all attempts to 
control the volume by natural means such as 
careful microphone placements in relation to 
the singer, and just as careful placing of the 
singer in the studio, should be tried before 
resorting to electronic means. 

In popular music, limiters are widely used 
not only in individual microphone circuits but 
also to control the overall level of a group of 
microphone channels and, inevitably, in the 
final mix of multi-track tapes down to mono 
and stereo masters. It is usual practice to limit 
the overall mixed sound to a very narrow 
dynamic range. 

The various types of limiters available to the 
professional engineer have the following input 
and output level controls usually adjusted for 
unity gain when the limitingsection of the ampli- 
fier is not in operation. A thresholdQonUo\ sets 
the point at which the limiter commences its 
operation. As the control is brought further 
into use, the level at which the limiter operates 
increases, usually by 2 dB steps. After the 
threshold has been set to decrease the volume 
peaks by the correct amount, it may be neces- 
sary to increase the output level of the limiter 
in order to set the overall programme level to 
its new higher average. A release time control, 
usually calibrated in fractions up to approxi- 
mately 1.25 seconds, controls the amount of 
time the limiter takes in restoring the pro- 
gramme level to normal following a high vol- 
ume peak which has been sensed at the threshold 
section of the circuit. In normal use, the 
release time is set to recover quite quickly, 
something in the order of 200 to 300 mS. 

Various types of meters are installed by 
different limiter manufacturers, the most 
common being some form of gain reduction 
meter indicating the amount of peak 'chopping' 
being carried out by the limiter at any moment. 
In the case of the heavy timpani roll mentioned 
earlier, the meter would only read the amount 
of gain reduction of this particular roll through- 
out the whole of the performance of the piece 
of music, at all other times during the per- 
formance the meter would read zero. 

Tho Compressor 
The operation of this piece of equipment 

differs to the limiter in that not only is the 
peak level of the programme monitored and 
controlled, but the lowest levels of the pro- 
gramme are brought up to a preset minimum. 
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This is rarely encountered in the recording and 
broadcasting of classical music but has its place 
in the production of light and popular music, 
A typical use of the compressor would be to 
enhance one section of a light music ensemble. 
Feeding all the microphone channels on the 
rhythm section of the ensemble (drums, bass, 
guitar) into a single compressor results in a 
smooth rhythm sound with each instrument 
clearly discernible. If the same rhythm section 
is not compressed, the various instruments 
would probably mask each other from moment 
to moment. If a compressor is used at the 
output of the mixing desk to control the 
dynamic range of the entire programme, it can 
often help to produce a 'glossy' sound which 
seems to emanate from an area larger than the 
loudspeaker enclosure. When two compressors 
are used in stereo working, the apparently 
widened sound image can be most impressive. 

One point to be borneinmind when working 
in stereo is that the two compressors should be 
linked electronically so that a high peak in one 
channel will trigger both compressors simul- 
taneously. Failure to observe this method of 
working will shift any central instrument over 
to the opposite side to that which has received 
the momentary peak. 

A selection of ratios will be found on most 
compressors, typically 30:15, and 10:1. 30:15 
indicates that a 30 dB variation in input level 
would be restricted to 15 dB variation in output. 
When the most severe 10:1 setting is chosen, the 
threshold is set so acutely as to produce 
virtually a limiter/compressor. 

When the compressor is used on the human 
voice, the resultant sharp wave-front produced 
in the circuit often results in an audible sibil- 
ance. The de-essing control introduces a sleep 
trough in the higher middle frequencies to 
combat this problem. Increasing the de-ess 
setting produces a deeper trough in the fre- 
quency response, the control being so adjusted 
that only the sibilance is reduced in level. A 
meter similar to that in a limiter indicates the 
amount of overall compression which is being 
applied to the programme. 

The judicious use of limiters and compressors 
is probably one of the professional engineer's 
greatest skills. To control both the individual 
volume levels and overall programme levels in 
such a manner as to satisfy both the musicians 
and other engineers who have to work with the 
tapes is no mean feat. Perhaps the greatest 
praise an engineer can receive from a know- 
ledgeable member of the public, or indeed an 
artist, is that his recordings always sound 
gimmick-free when in fact a considerable 
amount of electronic equipment has been utili- 
sed in the production of the work. 
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By Arthur Garratt 
AS a broadcaster I have found it essential to 

have facilities for recording with profes- 
sional quality both on location and in a studio. 
This is in addition to the editing and other 
ancillary requirements which we will come to in 
due course. 

There are certain important features of a 
professional's equipment. The studio must be 
available at any time to make a high-quality 
recording—it is out of the question to connect 
up apparatus every time you want to use it and 
then break it down again until another record- 
ing session is on top of you; this means a 
permanent set-up. Then every recording made 
must satisfy certain quite stringent conditions. 
The recording levels must line up within a 
decibel, noise and distortion must meet the 
requirements of FM broadcasting, the fre- 
quency characteristics rriust be flat from 50 Hz 
to at least 15 kHz, and the ambient noise of the 
studio must be inaudible. Additional desirable 
features include the ability to play in both tape 
and disc inserts, some form of cueing and talk- 
back between the control cubicle and the studio 
and means of listening to inserts on headphones 
(or 'cans' if you prefer). 

These requirements demand good equipment 
and regular maintenance. Unfortunately not 
all the equipment needed is available off the 
shelf; a substantial amount of it has to be 
designed and built for the job. Of course, there 
are specialist firms who can do this, but of 
necessity their prices are uneconomic if it is 
possible to do the work for oneself. 

Before 1 go on to describe my own studio, let 
me explain what I use it for. Nearly all my 
work is for broadcasting, although I occasion- 
ally record tapes for visual aids and copy tapes 
for special purposes. I do very little music 
recording. In addition to making tapes for the 
BBC,I recordaregularweekly programmeforthe 
Voice of Kenya, interview authors for Ameri- 
can radio networks and prepare features for the 
Australian Broadcasting Commission. Most of 
my recordings are of a scientific or technical 
nature, but sometimes I break away and inter- 
view someone like Twiggy. 

Well, that's a bit of background, now to the 
equipment and set-up. I started with a small 
Fi-Cord 1A for field work. This was an excel- 
lent machine but with certain obvious disad- 
vantages, such as small spool size and a level 
indicator that left much to be desired. My 
second acquisition was a Ferrograph 4AN. 
This has been a virtually trouble-free stalwart. 
1 use it for most of my editing, for copying and 
for playing in tape inserts for features. I then 
bought a second-hand stereo Ferrograph 8S 
which is used almost entirely for editing at 38 
cm/s. Next came a Uher ^000-5. This machine 
has flown nearly half a million miles with me. 
It has had one new motor, otherwise I have 
done nothing to it except replace a drive belt (of 
course it broke in Paris when I was on a job!) 

and keep the starting switch contacts liberally 
covered with Eleclrolube. 

I still needed a professional studio machine. 
For one thing I wanted to record full-track to 
meet the broadcasting organisations' needs, for 
another 1 wanted off-tape monitoring so that 
my studio manager (my wife) could check 
recording quality during the actual perform- 
ance. So I acquired an EMI TR51 in very good 
condition. With certain modifications, this has 
done me proud for several years. 

My set-up at home is to use my study as a 
studio and the adjoining room, once a butler's 
pantry, as the control cubicle. Now it is not 
feasible to have a fully insulated studio. This 
means separate flooring, no windows, quiet air- 
conditioning and all the other things that only 
broadcasting organisations or full-scale disc 
recording companies can afford. So I have 
gone about half way. The room has double 
doors, the inner one padded, double glazing, 
and an acoustically treated ceiling and walls— 
where there aren't masses of books which do a 
pretty good job of absorbing sound. There is 
really only one thing I can't keep out, the roar 
of a low flying jet. As I live some ten miles from 
Heathrow, I like to do any long recording 
sessions at night! 

In the studio I have a cue-light and talkback 
speaker and a jack point for cans. I use a 
microphone suspended in rubber on a desk 
mounting. To avoid bounce-back from the 
desk (most people ignore this quite serious 
factor) I cover it with a piece of expanded 
nylon foam, designed to put on kitchen drain- 
ing boards. 

In the sound cubicle are the two Ferrographs, 
the TR51 and a disc player side by side, two on a 
table and two on a Lektrokit trolley, the under 
part of which carries amplifiers, a tone genera- 
tor, a PPM, a mixer and an FM tuner. One 
side of the room has a large rack carrying test 
gear and components. There is also a table for 
servicing and construction. 

Now to the equipment in more detail, tracing 
it through the chain from voice to tape. The 
first link is obviously the microphone. Here a 
word of warning: don't pick a microphone on 
its published characteristics. No microphone 
is perfect, at least at any price I can afford, so 
the selection is a compromise. For my studio 
I have settled on an AKG D25 moving-coil 
cardioid. For some years I used a Reslo ribbon 
though this had several disadvantages including 
low output and limited HF response. The 
major problem was not due to the microphone 
itself but to its bi-polar characteristic. My 
studio is small, so I have the problem of 
standing waves—Eigentones if you prefer. The 
best way to reduce these is to use a cardioid. 
With its suppressed rear sensitivity, most of the 
standing wave trouble disappears and I no 
longer need a vicious bass-cut to make male 
speech sound realistic. The D25 is fairly 

The author in his studio. Note talkback speaker 
and desk foam. Cue light and phones lack 
are on panel behind the D25 microphone. 

•J. 

EMI Jointing block mounted to operate 
Ferrograph pause control. 
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expensive, but rugged, capable of excellent 
results and, being mounted on rubber, virtually 
impervious to desk-conducted noise. 

With my Uher, I use an AKG DISC in its 
proper windshield. This is a very good inter- 
viewing microphone, with cardioid character- 
istics and an adjustable bass filler to eliminate 
excessive resonance in lively rooms. It has one 
disadvantage, a peak on its characteristic curve 
at about 5 kHz. This produces slightly sibilant 
speech, which can be an advantage in noisy 
conditions such as the flight-deck of an airliner, 
as it improves intelligibility. I cannot speak too 
highly of the AKG matching windshield, which 
is superb—the only snag is the price I 

The next link is the microphone matching 
transformer. Both my ribbon and the D'Z-'i are 
30 ohm microphones and 1 have not succeeded 
in matching these direct to transistors; more 
about that later. I don't believe in having an 
expensive microphone and then using a cheap 
transformer, so I use a Gardner professional 
model with a switch so that I can offer it either 
30 ohms or 300 ohms. The transformer, which 
fits an international octal base, is enclosed in a 
die-cast box—how useful those die-cast boxes 
are—mounted on to the side panel of the 
Lektrokit trolley. Incidentally, although I have 
put the transformer well away from AC fields, 
it is so superbly shielded that a de-fluxer held 
alongside it doesn't seem to worry it at all. 

So now we come to the mixer, and this is the 
item which has caused me the maximum of 
sweat and toil. I started with a Mullard valve 
design built by Nusound. This hummed—and 
the only way to cure it was to rip out the power 
pack which was far too near the high-gain 
inputs, and drive the mixer from a separate 
pack I built to supply the bulk of my equipment. 
Nothing fancy about this except it has a choke 
input and then a second stage of choke smooth- 
ing, so the ripple from it is negligible and the 
regulation very good. But the mixer still didn't 
meet my very stringent demands. There was 
still a trace of hum which disappeared when I 
put some extra screening round the grid inputs 
to the two high-gain stages. The next problem 
was noise. This wasn't bad, about —50 dB, but 
still not good enough. The original Mullard 
design used leaky-grid bias, obviously to cope 
with various input levels. This came out, wire- 
wound grid and anode resistors went in and 
the noise dropped to about —58 dB. But I 
could still hear it, so I moved into the world 
of transistors. This started with the BBC micro- 
phone amplifier, designed in 1963 and using 
germanium transistors. The first stage was a 
GET 106, followed by two GET 104, all with 
massive feedback. (The circuit is given in 
BBC Engineering Monograph, No 46. This is 
well worth having because it contains other 
useful circuits including the BBC PPM meter 
that I'll be talking about later.) This little 
preamplifier caused me more trouble than any 

other piece of equipment I have ever built. I 
spent weeks trying to get rid of flicker noise. I 
changed all the transistors, resistors and 
capacitors half a dozen times and spent half my 
time prowling round shops trying to get GET 
106 which are obsolescent. Eventually I gave 
it up, convinced that transistors just weren't 
on, despite the fact that the BBC panels using 
the amplifier were perfectly satisfactory. Lthink 
the answer is that the BBC select their GET 106 
very carefully;'my six samples either wasn't big 
enough or it wasn't representative I 

Then came those very good articles by Frank 
Jones in Hi-Fi News, and I started all over 
again. I bought an integrated circuit, which 
just didn't meet its noise specs and which was a 
devil to keep stable. Then, almost in despera- 
tion, I built up the microphone amplifier in the 
recent Mullard book, Transistor Audio and 
Radio Cicruits. The first BCI0S was noisy— 
maybe I'm fated—but the second one was quiet 
and the amplifier is excellent. I use it feeding 
the old Mullard valve circuit for convenience, 
with about 20 dB of gain—all my troubles are 
over, noise and hum are quite undetectable and 
well below studio ambience. 

I decided to standardise all my high level 
inputs and outputs at 600 ohms. This meant 
redesigning the rear end of the mixer with a 
beefy cathode follower which didn't clip when 
fed direct into 600 ohms, but this didn't present 
too much trouble. I have also built a cathode 
follower output into my Ferrograph 4AN, fed 
from Jack 2, again with enough beef to look 
straight at 600 ohms. One problem here was the 
coupling capacitors. I needed 18 pF for each 
output. Eleclrolytics just aren't on because of 
leakage, so I have incorporated some large 
paper capacitors into the Ferrograph and the 
mixer output line. 

There is one great advantage in having low 
impedance circuits, in addition to less hum 
pick-up. This is that one doesn't have to take 
care about the self-capacitance of connecting 
lines. Those useful prefabricated links you can 
buy are diabolical if used with high impedance 
circuits and I often wonder how many treble 
decibels disappear from amateur equipment 
because they are used. At 600 ohms, of course, 
you can laugh at a few puffs of self-capacitance 
and the prefabricated links come into their own. 

The next problem was a good level meter. 
The TR6I has a VU meter and let me say 
straight away that, in the teeth of all the sound- 
film boys and the whole of American radio, I 
think these are virtually useless. What one 
really needs to know for tape is one thing and 
one thing only—peak recording level. Matching 
levels of speech and music can only be done by 
ear anyhow, so one needs a means of preventing 
overmodulation. A secondary requirement is to 
have a meter which will let you record a piece 
on Monday and an extra sentence on Friday 

(continued on page 347) 
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AND GET 
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YOUR MONEY! 

Unlike other discount 
sources not only do we give 
you competitive discounts 
but we also give you the full 
benefits only to be derived 
when purchasing from Bri- 
tain's Largest Tape Recor- 
der Specialists. 
Nowhere else can you see, 
hear and compare such a 
wide range of tape recorders 
at discount prices plus the 
following features 

* DEMONSTRATIONS 

* EXPERT ADVICE 

* H.P. TERMS 
(For Personal Callers) 

* 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL 

* FULL MAKERS 
GUARANTEE 

* 100% AFTER SALES 
SERVICING 

* MAIL ORDERS 
(Cash Only) 

* FULL RANGE OF RE- 
CORDING TAPE AND 
ACCESSORIES 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
U day Saturday 9-1) 
I minute from Holborn Tube 

^EXPRESS MAIL ORDERS 
Send cash with order plus 25/-for 

Carriage and Insurance. 
•/^Quotations with pleasure for 
other makes and models not listed 
above. 
All prices are correct at time of going 
to press. E. & O. E. 

AKAI 
X360 X360D 
X330 XI800 
x-v 
I SOD 
I7I0L/W 
fOOOD 
fOOO 

Retail 
Price 

£380 I £325 I 
£3« II 
£199 8 £187 10 
£138 IS 
£109 0 

£89 19 
£124 12 

Our 
Price 

6 £334 10 0 
4 £284 2 0 
4 £307 10 0 4 £175 10 0 
9 £145 I 0 
6 £122 3 0 
0 £95 10 0 1 £79 4 0 
0 £109 13 0 

BRENELL 
ST8/SI0/2 £233 IS MkSMserlll £145 II 
ST400 & ST200 £ 145 0 
Mk 5111 Metered 

£122 15 
Mk 5 III M/E £114 15 
CHILTON 
IOOS/CW/4Tr. £ 136 15 7 £119 18 0 
IOOS/CAP/4Tr£l52 15 10 £134 10 0 
100S/CW/2Tr. £149 2 0 £131 SO 
IOOS/CAP/2Tr.£l6S 2 3 £145 4 0 
FERROCRAPH 
713 £188 10 
7I3H £197 5 
702 £207 7 
702H £216 2 722 £242 10 
722H £251 6 
704 £207 7 
724 £242 10 
REPS 
HWI0-2P £74 0 0 
HWI0-4P&2T £78 0 0 
HWI0-4T 
REVOX 
1102/1104 
1122/1124 
1302 1322/1324 
1222/1224 
SANYO 
MR990 
MR939 
MR929 
MR80I 
MR9I0 MRUS 
404A 
411F 
410 
138 88 
48M 

II £205 14 0 
10 £128 3 0 
0 £127 12 0 
6 £108 I 0 6 £102 14 0 

0 £145 18 0 
II £173 13 0 
0 £182 10 0 I I £190 5 0 
9 £213 9 0 
8 £221 4 0 
0 £182 10 0 
9 £213 9 0 

£45 2 5 £48 13 0 
£82 0 0 £72 4 0 

£204 15 
£234 5 
£204 15 
£236 5 £244 IS 

£132 5 
£112 5 
£97 5 
£69 15 £84 15 
£39 15 
£99 15 
£49 15 
£33 15 £24 15 
£28 5 
£21 5 

TANDBERG 
3000X £99 18 
6000X £193 10 
62X/64X £157 0 I600X £89 10 
12/12X7 I2/4IX 

£154 0 

0 £188 
0 £199 0 £188 
0 £199 
0 £227 

0 £114 8 0 
0 £98 14 0 £85 II 0 

£41 8 0 
£74 12 0 
£35 0 0 £87 14 0 
£43 14 0 
£29 IS 0 
£21 14 0 
£24 18 0 
£18 14 0 

15/21 
15/22 15/41 
15/42 
Series ll-l 
Seriesll-I-P 

£79 0 £89 10 
£85 0 
£96 0 

£144 0 
£209 0 

TELEFUNKEN 
M250 204TS 
207 
Studio 203 
Studio 205 
2I2A 302 
300TS 
201/D.L. 

£142 16 
£124 19 
£114 9 
£103 8 £87 3 
£76 2 
£68 5 
£60 7 
£54 1 

0 £87 19 0 
0 £170 4 0 
0 £138 4 0 
0 £ 78 14 0 
0 £135 II 0 0 £49 II 0 
0 £78 14 0 
0 £74 14 0 
0 £84 10 0 0 £128 10 0 
0 £183 19 0 

0 £125 14 0 
0 £110 00 
0 £100 15 0 6 £91 10 
0 £74 14 0 
6 £47 0 0 
0 £60 2 0 
6 £53 30 
3 £47 12 0 

UHER 
4000L £145 10 
4200 Stereo £187 5 
4400 Stereo £187 5 1000 Report- 

Pilotlll £331 15 

0 £128 I 0 
0 £144 14 0 
0 £144 14 0 
4 £292 0 0 

You take no chances when you purchase our brand 
new British Recording Tapes. Manufactured by 
reputable British firm. Fitted leaders, polythene bag 
and boxed (ex. 3"). These tapes are not to be confused 
with sub-standard imported or used tapes. All 100% 
tested and fully guaranteed. 

This month free coloured leaders with all tape 
orders 

Standard Play 
3' ISO' 
4' 300' 
5' 600' 
SJ' 900' 
T 1200' 
Double Play 
3' 350' 
4' 600' 
5' 1200' 
54' 1800' 
7' 2400' 

2/- 
4/- 
6/- 
7/6 
v- 

t 
i 1/6 
16/- 
19/6 

Long Play 
3" 220' 
4' 400' 
5' 900' 
SJ' 1200' 
7' 1800' 
Empty Spools 

4' ;;; 
S' 

2/3 

%: 
10/- 
13/- 

8d 
1/8 

V 
I 

Compact tape cassettes. 100% perfect, fully 
guaranteed, not to be confused with Maxwell. 
All supplied in plastic library cases. 
C.60 7/6, C.90 10/-, C.I20 14/6. P & p 2/- per order. 

N. WALKER TAPES 
28 Linkscroft Avenue, Ashford, Middlesex. 

Phone: 52136 

Microphones 

Mixers 

Matching 

Choose— 

Grampian Rtproductrt Ltd., Hanworth Trading Eitate, Ftltham, Middle 

WE SPECIALISE IN BRAND NEW 
TOP QUALITY BRITISH P.V.C. MYLAR & POLYESTER 
RECORDING TAPES WITH FITTED LEADERS, Etc.. EX 3' 

Thank* Co bulk purchaaa we can offer tenailised HI-FI tape*, manu- 
factured by a Britiih firm of world repute. All boxed individually (tealed 
if required) in polythene. Our tapes are not to be confused with imported 
sub-standard or used tapes. Full-money refund if not delighted. 
Thi. month "DRY SPLICE" (3/9) given FREE with every order. 

Std. 
Length ea. 3 for 

3" 150" 2/- 5/9 
4* 300' 4/. 10/- 5- 600' 4/- 17/4 
Si' 900' 7/- 20/4 
7* 1200' 9/- 25/4 

L.P. 
Length ea. 3 for 

3' 220' 2/6 7/- 
4" 450' 5/- 14/. 5* 900' 8/- 23/6 
5}* 1200'10/4 30/4 
7' I800'I3/- 38/4 

D.P. 
Length ea. 3 for 

3' 400' 4/6 13/- 
4' 600' 6/9 19/6 
5' 1200'12/4 37/- 
Si* 1800'17/- 50/- 7* 2400'2I/. 41/- 

Boxed 
empty spls 

3* 7d. 
4' 1/8 
5' 1/9 
5}' 1/9 
7- 2/- 

All orders despatched by return. Postage and Packing I /9 per order. 
STARMAN TAPES, 421 Staines Road, Bedfont, Middlesex 
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A PROFESSIONAL HOME RECORDING STUDIO 
CONTINUED 

which can be cut in with no level change. And 
this demands a proper PPM; it also needs a 
logarithmic scale if most of the programme 
modulation is too low to read. So I built the 
BBC MEIZ/S PPM and, despite spending 
nearly £10 on the meter itself, I have never 
regretted it. On the side I have four jack 
sockets so that I can use any input or output I 
like and parallel them if necessary. The PPM 
feeds directly into the 600 ohm line input of the 
TR51, or into the Ferrograph 4AN or the Uhcr. 
All these have been lined up on test tone and 
the gain controls marked to give correct tape 
modulation. At any time, I can record or copy 
on any of the three machines and I know my 
levels are perfect. 

I also have a small transistorised 1 kHz tone 
generator which is set at 8 dB below peak. Any 
tape which I am going to copy has a leader with 
1 kHz tone at this level recorded on it, so I can 
set levels and copy without checking the actual 
mod on the tape. 

The TRS1 has a monitoring head and a 
curious circuit which produces a travesty of the 
original out of the speaker while recording. I 
decided the simplest way out of this one was to 
purchase a TR62 monitoring amplifier. I have 
added a switch so that I can go from 'direct' to 
'monitor' immediately. I have built a cheap 
and nasty level meter on my monitoring pre- 
amplifier output so that I can line up on tone 
and ensure that 'direct' and 'monitor' are at the 
same level. 

Well, this is the recording chain, but there is 
another chain as well, an amplifier for aural 
monitoring and a suitable speaker, The ampli- 
fier I use is a Leak Stereo 30 feeding a pair of 
Paralines. During recording, I push in a jack 
which squelches the righthand speaker and 
feeds the speaker in the studio instead. With 
the amplifier set to stereo and the input from 
the studio into the left channel, nothing, of 
course, comes out of the studio speaker. But 
here comes the cunning part. In the control 
cubicle a microphone is connected to the Leak 
microphone right input. So to talk back to the 
studio, all that is necessary is to turn the func- 
tion switch to 'microphone'. This squelches the 
studio output on the cubicle speaker and 
automatically avoids howl-round. 

The microphone used for talkback is a 
Grampian DP4, far too good for the job. but it 
came with the Fi-Cord and is a good emergency 
stand-by in case anything happens to the AKG 
DJ9C when I have to do a job on the Uher (a 
professional has to have belt, braces and a bit 
of string 1). The talkback speaker is a Goodman 
Maxim; I need a good speaker here in case I 
want to monitor inserts in the studio. 

If I want to play in discs, I use a Deccadec 
with a Deram pickup. This feeds into a 2 M 
load and is much better than some people 
will ever believe 1 

Well, that is the recording and playback 
set-up. The results are very good, quite accept- 
able to the BBC, who have relatively high 

standards. Needless to say it only works 
because it is well maintained, and I have a lot 
of supporting equipment for this purpose. 

I can't overstress the importance of regular 
maintenance. It is only too easy to have a 
gradual falling off in performance which goes 
undetected—only regular checks using Instru- 
ments can avoid this. The ear, coupled with the 
memory just isn't good enough. 

The basic equipment needed for regular 
testing is fairly straight-forward. First one 
needs proper test-tapes. 1 use two CC1R test- 
tapes, one at 19 and the other 38 cm/s, both 
made by EMI, and one NARTB tape recorded 
at 19 cm/s, made by Ampex. 1 bought the 
Ampex tape in New York at a price so elevated 
that even the man who sold it to me was 
shaken! But these tapes are individually made 
and must cost money. Then you need a means 
of measuring output, ideally a valve voltmeter 
and an oscilloscope to ensure that the wave- 
form is correct and you are not measuring 
noise or hum. This is the basic equipment. 
Also an audio oscillator to line up the record 
channel. Additional essential equipment is a 
head defluxer and, if possible, a bulk eraser so 
that one can produce a clean tape for noise 
tests. 

Test procedure is simple. First you clean and 
deflux all the heads. I use a Bib cleaning kit 
which works very well. In fact I clean and 
deflux at least once a week, whether I am doing 
full maintenance or not. After this, run the 
test tape and check the replay head alignment. 
If you are selling tapes, the head alignment 
must be spot-on. If you have a separate record 
head and facilities for downstream monitoring, 
the record head can be aligned at about 8 kHz. 
When all is well with both heads, move on to 
the replay equalisation, then the bias and 
record equalisation. This is where those excel- 
lent service articles by H. W. Hellyer are so 
valuable. When he writes about one of your 
machines, cut out the article and paste it on the 
wall. 

The next step is to check whether the erase 
heads are functioning properly. Record a 
sinewave at about 1 kHz, peak level, erase with 
the gain at zero, and then play back with the 
replay gain right up. This gives a qualitative 
check; you can of course use the valve volt- 
meter or oscilloscope to get quantitative 
readings, but this is one test that the ear can do 
for you. 

If you change the make of tape you are using, 
you must set up the bias and record equalisation 
all over again or you may have increased noise 
and distortion. 

The usual way of finding the optimum bias 
level is to record a sinewave at about 1 kHz 
with various levels of bias. The output rises 
with increasing bias to a peak and then starts to 

drop again. The correct bias setting is when it 
has dropped 1 or 2 dB below peak. If you have 
a separate playback head, bias setting is simple 
and quick. Put in tone, at a level about 8 or 
10 dB below peak, set the bias to zero, start to 
record, gradually increase the bias, and watch 
the output until it is just over the hump. If you 
have only one machine with a common record/ 
replay head, you will have to calibrate the bias 
control, or measure the actual bias with a valve 
voltmeter or oscilloscope, and record a series 
of tone bursts at different bias levels. On play- 
back choose the bias level which is just over the 
hump. If you have two machines, you can 
record on one and play back on the other, 
leaving a reasonable loop between the two. 

The Uher 4000 can't be set up this way. Here 
the trick is to record a tone at 1 kHz and at 
10 kHz and set the bias to give the same output 
on each, making sure your playback equalisers 
are correct for DIN recording, which the Uher 
ones are not I 

These are the basic checks. One other check 
is for wow and flutter. To do this properly you 
need a wow and flutter meter; prices start at 
about £50. Luckily this is one test an experi- 
enced ear can do very well. Record 1 kHz tone 
and play it back. Wow is very obvious to the 
ear while flutter gives a roughness to the tone, 
seen on the oscilloscope as a series of spikes on 
the trace. Serious wow and flutter on a respect- 
able machine can be cured. Check that the 
capstan and guides are clean, pressure pads in 
good order, the tensioning spring on the pinch 
wheel is correct, and so on. Ferrographs will 
wow appallingly if the flywheel bearing needs 
lubrication, so check this if things sound really 
bad. Some machines, like the TRSI, wow 
towards the end of the reel. Here the answer is 
to use the largest reel the machine will carry and 
don't record to the end of if. 

By the way, if you haven't an oscillator, you 
can record 440 Hz tone from the BBC test tone 
transmissions on Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 23.30 on Radio Three. Played back at 
double speed, this works well as a qualitative 
wow test. 

Now recording levels. Here you can prob- 
ably rely on your machine to set a figure. I use 
BBC levels, having got a friend to record some 
1 kHz tone at the standard level of 8 dB below 
peak. This ensures that my recordings are at 
standard BBC level which has been chosen so 
that different makes of tape can be used without 
bias adjustment. Not all makes, of course, but 
most of the better known brands will work at 
one bias setting giving constant output so that 
tapes can be mixed without audible level 
changes. 

To end, a few tricks which might be useful. 
As I said, I use my Ferrograph 4AN to play 
tapes in for features. One problem here is 
to avoid an audible click on starting the Ferro- 
graph. This I have decided is unavoidable 
unless the mixer fader is at zero and then 

{continued on page 359) 
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Part Three—Input Amplifiers 
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David Robinson 

PARTS One and Two of this series des- 
cribed the basic idea behind this portable 

mixer, and the metalwork required for a 
typical realisation. Part 3 discusses the signal 
requirements of the input stages, and describes 
a few suitable stages. 

In the interests of economy, plug-in amplifiers 
were chosen to form the input stages. Every 
module thus fulfils one function, and the compli- 
cation of a series of multipurpose input stages 
is avoided. Inputs can be split into high and 
low level (flat or equalised) signals; each 
requires different treatment. 

Before becoming involved in the detailed 
circuitry, the module itself (fig. 18) should be 
described. The construction is very simple, and 
requires the minimum of tools. All are identical 
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FIG. 22 MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER (8ASE9 01 A OOC BESI0I1 
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in overall dimensions, and differ externally only 
in the front panel. 

The units are made from one strip 15/16 inch 
wide, which is bolted to the 1 1/16 inch front 
panel. The rear is cut to take the multiway 
plug chosen. Details are given for the line 
amplifier, and in this case the front panel can 
be held neatly to the chassis by the fixing nuts 
of the two controls. Units with one or no 
controls will use nuts and bolts for this purpose 
Some care should be taken on the construction 
of the chassis, since the ease with which the 
units can be plugged in and out will depend on 
the accuracy. 

The actual components are mounted on 
printed circuits which are held in position by 
bolting to the bottom of four aluminium 
pillars which are in turn fastened to the chassis 
frame. A metal plate is then bolted to the top 
of the pillars to provide shielding between 
units, and to protect the components when the 
unit is removed from the mixer. The photo- 
graph (fig. 19) shows a completed unit with this 
metal top-plate removed, in this case a mike 
amp. 

The simplest amplifier is the bridging ampli- 
fier, which accepts a signal already fairly high 
in level and merely acts as a buffer. It should 
have a high input impedence to avoid loading 
the signal source, and a low output impedence 
so that the ouput is immune to hum pick-up or 
interference from other signals in the interior 
of the mixer. Fig. 20 shows a suitable circuit. 
The input impedance is 330 K, (if Rl, 2 and 3 
are all made 5.5 M, then it is over 1 M and the 
circuit can be used for crystal or ceramic 
cartridges). The circuit can also be modified 
if necessary to provide gain, determined by R5 
and R6. Varying the ratio of these will alter 
the gain. However, the biasing of Trl must also 
be altered to keep Tr2 collector at about half 
the supply voltage, which then gives the maxi- 
mum output capability. 

The second circuit requirement was for an 
amplifier which would accept an 0 dBm input 
signal to match a programme line or standard 
sound distribution system. The input must be 
balanced and isolated from earth, which means 
a transformer has to be used. If the amplifier 
can be designed to accept a slightly smaller 
signal as well, it can be used for high-output 
microphones such as the capacitor variety which 
usually have a built-in preamplifier to match 
the capsule and to raise the very low output 
signal-level to something more manageable. 
Fig. 21 shows the feedback amplifier that was 
designed to accept a signal of 0 dBm without 
distortion in the maximum gain position, and 
much higher in the normal or line position. 

The input is balanced to earth by the capaci- 
tance in the windings; the input sockets are 
arranged so that one side is automatically 
earthed if an unbalanced line is used. The 
transformer secondary passes direct to the base 
of the first transistor and is amplified in the 
first stage which has some local feedback from 
the undecoupled part of the emitter resistor. 
The first transistor should be of the low-noise 
type, such as the BC109, for best results. Tr2 
forms another amplifying stage, again with 
some local feedback, The junction of RIO and 
9 is a suitable point from which to stabilise the 
DC conditions, and C5 is added to decouple the 
chain. 

The AC output is taken from the collector of 
{continued overleaf) 
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A HIGH QUALITY MIXER CONTINUED 

the second transistor and at the same time 
variable feedback is applied to the first stage by 
C2 and VR1, which raises the input impedence 
so that the transformer is correctly loaded by 
R1 only. VR1 appears as a front panel control, 
and is used to present roughly the amount of 
gain required so that the quadrant faders, 
which are the main controls per channel, are 
all approximately in the same position; this 
makes for easier mixing. 

The most important amplifier in the complete 
mixer is undoubtedly that for the microphone. 
This has to accept in one extreme a very low 
signal from a quiet passage in a recording, and 
provide an amplified signal without signifi- 
cantly increasing the noise level; at other times 
it must be capable of accepting a large signal 
without over-loading. The design of such a 
stage is difficult and must not be undertaken 
without much lime for experiment. The circuit 
shown in fig. 22 is one solution, which has been 
developed from a circuit of the Designs Depart- 
ment of the BBC; the author is indebted to the 
Corporation for their permission to publish the 
circuit and its details. 

The original circuit is fully described, together 
with the theoretical and practical considerations 
which led to the final design, in the BBC Engin- 
eering Monograph No. 46 (.The Application of 
Transistors to Sound Broadcasting), which also 
includes several other interesting circuits; this 
is a most useful publication for the audio 
engineer. 

The noise figure for the amplifier is typically 
3 dB, which means that the noise at the output 
terminals is 3 dB greater than, or about 1.4 
times, the noise from the thermal movement of 
electrons (Johnson noise) in a resistor of the 
same value as the input impedance, followed by 
a noiseless amplifier of the same gain. Put 
another way, this is an excellent amplifier. For 
a 600 ohm resistor, the inherent noise is -127 
dB, or about 500 nV; the amplifier makes this 
appearas-124 dB, which means that extremely 
small signals from microphones can be handled 
successfully. 

At the other end of the scale, an input level of 
-25 dB can be accepted before the onset of 
serious distortion, and this represents a very 
loud noise for most microphones, almost at the 
threshold of pain. For louder situations a pad 
can be used on the input, or the line amplifier 
used, if by then the microphone output itself is 
still undislorted. 

The amplifier input is transformer-fed to 
provide both a balanced input and also facilities 
for 600 or 60 ohm microphones, this covers all 
commonly encountered types. Two transistors 
are used in a feedback amplifier with both DC 
and AC feedback for stability and to determine 
correctly the input impedance which is essential 
for low-noise operation. The first transistor is 
set at the optimum collector-emitter voltage and 
collector current, and is DC-coupled into the 
next stage. The emitter of the second transistor 
is in a long chain of resistances which are used 
in the feedback circuits. R11 is in the DC path, 
and the AC feedback is both shunt (Rl, C2) 
and series (C4). The transformer is included in 
the loop; it is a Parmeko MSC1829, the same 
type as is used in the line amplifier described 
earlier. C11 and 12 form an RF filter to prevent 
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radio interference from being picked up and 
passed to later stages. 

The output from this stage passes to a 
variable 30 dB attenuator mounted on the front 
panel, and then to an output stage which has a 
controlled gain of some 17 dB with feedback 
from the undecoupled part of the emitter 
resistance. The output is taken from the 
collector and passes eventually to the channel 
fader in the rack at the front of the mixer. 

Other input amplifiers described here are 
magnetic cartridge input, and a tone control 
stage. These are shown in figs. 23 and 24 and 
need very little description. 

Fig. 26 shows the wiring of the modules in 
detail, and is derived from fig. 3 in the first part 
of this series. Next month's article will describe 
the remaining input stage preamplifiers, mixing 
and output amplifiers, together with wiring 
details for these stages. 
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COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 
Audio transformer MSC 1629: Parmeko Limited, 
Barking Division, 30 Thames Road, Barking, Essex 
—about 30s each. 
Printed Circuit Cards—from the author, c/o Studio 
Sound 

Ref. 214 Bridging amplifier Ss 
Ret. 113/2 Line amplifier 7s 
Ref. 114/4 Microphone amplifier 7s 
Ref. 166/2 Magnetic pickup Input 7s 
Ref. 149/2 Tone control stage 7s 

Coll LI 68 mH 430 turns of 38 SWG wire, on 18 mm 
core 

Mullard Parts: core LA 2500 
bobbin DT 2178 
board DT 2221 
clip DT 2222 

Sasco Limited, P.O. Box 20, Galwick Road, Crawley, 
Sussex 
Preh faders (see last month) 
G.E. Electronics (London) Ltd., Eardley House, 182 
Campden Hill Road, London W.8 

total cost 
9s Id plus 
3s p.p. 
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LIKE the good fairy, if not quite so 
pretty, Stanley Kelly comes to my aid 

with a long and detailed description of the 
Ferrograph Series 7 and lifts the most onerous 
part of these servicing articles from my 
shoulders. Interested parties are referred to the 
review on pages 215 to 219 of the May Studio 
Sound. 

Early in his article, Mr Kelly mentions that 
the layout is logical and maintenance should 
present no difficulties. It's a funny thing about 
logic—somehow its very precision can defeat 
its own object. We all know that, despite the 
claims, tape recorders are not really built with 
servicing in mind. That would imply that 
servicing was occasionally needed, wouldn't 
it? 

So let's begin with the points that Mr Kelly 
had no space to mention. First, dismantling. 
If access to the electronics alone is required, it 
is better to leave all face plates on and merely 
remove the cabinet from the chassis. 

'Merely'—that's a laugh. The first time one 
disrobes a 7 can be the occasion for much sweat 
and some tears. After that it is easy, like riding 
a bike. Before undoing any screws, make sure 
there are no external connections to the panel 
at the top (machine standing vertically). Then 
remove the two fuses. Don't worry about 
mixing them up: they are both 1 A, size 00. 
After this, get the handle down below the level 
of the cabinet cutout. The easiest way of 
doing this is to raise it to the fullest extent then 
push one side down first, allowing the wire 
slides to carry the whole handle sideways so 
that the bolt-heads which secure the cheek- 
pieces of the aperture are cleared by the 
descending end of the handle. Then the other 
end will slide down and under fairly easily. I 
make it a practice at this point to tie a loop of 
thin cord around the handle. This facilitates 
reassembly, when the process of getting the 
handle back out of its cosy recess has been the 
cause of all those aforementioned scratches. 

The cabinet can be removed from the chassis 
in the time-honoured way by laying the machine 
on its face on a soft pad—vital for 23 kg 
or so of machinery. As it is often necessary to 
disconnect loudspeaker plugs and the earth 
link to the cabinet lining (neither of which is 
easy to perform with the Ferrograph lying on 
its face), the best approach is to 'rock' the 
chassis from the cabinet, with the machine in 
its vertical position. 

Removal of the face plates for complete 
access to the machinery (the view of fig. 3) can 
only be done with the correct Allen keys. These 
are 3, 4 and 6 BA sizes and a set should be 
supplied with the recorder. 

First step is to remove the knobs: on earlier 
models, the on-off knob could be left. In most 
cases this knob comes off, as does the speed- 
change. After this, the four very tight screws 
holding the upper plate are removed and the 
plate eased off, top end first. It is sometimes 
simpler at this stage, if doing a full dismantling 
exercise, to loosen the lower plate before lifting 
off the upper. When the upper plate is lifted 
a connection to it will be noted: the earth return 
line of the autostop circuit. Although the plate 
can be swung aside to the extent of this wire, 
this is not good practice and unsoldering the 
joint is recommended. Later models have 
improved on this system, and there is no link 
wire to bother about. 

» 

» 

FERROGRAPH 713 

By H. W. Hellyer 

For the lower plate, the control panel, we 
again commence by removing knobs. After 
which the braid-wire contact to the right-hand 
autostop arm has to be removed. Again, this is 
not necessary on the later models. Four screws 
secure the plate and beneath these, under the 
plate, there are small brass distance pieces. 

We now have the situation shown in figs. 2 
and 3. Some servicing can be carried out with- 
out going to this extent, and access to vital 
parts can be gained by part removal of the 
foregoing assemblies, to achieve the condition 
shown in figs. 5 and 6. Work around the head 
gate is made easy by the extensive flap provided, 
for which Ferrograph are to be praised. Not so 
praiseworthy, however, is the way the pressure 
arm engagement is made, with the necessity to 
close the loading gate and switch the machine to 
'Run' before complete panel removal. 

Even more fun is head removal, if it is 
necessary to change one. The head plate is a 
very natty block and, at first sight, work on it 
looks easy. After unplugging the phono con- 
nections to the amplifier support assembly, and 
unsoldering the two bottom connections on 
each replay board (red sleeved wire for mono, 
red and white sleeves for stereo, with the red 
sleeve to the upper board), one comes up 
against a capacitor clip and some unreachable 
screws. The clip around the 0.75 nF capacitor 
clamp can be removed, allowing the head cables 
to be pulled through when the securing screws 
for the block are undone. Note which chassis 
holes these cables are fed through: it will be 
important on reassembly. Before you can undo 
the four clamping screws, the gate mechanism 
has to be swung back to the loading position. 

Having released the head block, access can 
be gained to the heads but removal is still a bit 
tricky. The erase and record heads cannot be 
removed from the block until the adjacent 

guides are taken off. These are held by 
screws accessible from beneath the block. The 
heads are mounted on sub-plates pivoted on 
pins that are thrust through from rear to front 
and tensioncd by the upward thrust of mount- 
ing springs. It is necessary to apply a consider- 
able force to remove the pressure on the pivot 
sufficiently to push it through from front to 
back before the head can be released. Then one 
must take care that the springs under the 
mounting, and adjustment screws, do not get 
lost, going back in the right place on reassembly. 
At that stage the difficulty of pushing the pivot 
pin back into place will occupy your attention 
so much that you will probably forget to refit 
the thin brass shims that you may find have 
been fitted for additional packing and spacing 
beneath the head. 

Having taken the head from the plate, we are 
now faced with its final removal and find that 
there is a thin Paxolin plate fitted over the 
pin-holes. To remove this without breaking it 
needs a lot of care, even movement, and 
perfectly cleaned pins. This is quite easily done 
with the aid of a solder extractor gun—what my 
apprentice calls a "sucker-pop". Without such 
an aid, much patient unsoldering and scraping 
may be needed. As one who is against the 
application of unnecessary heat—or mechanical 
shock—to recording heads, I recommend the 
former method, using the aspirator. 

When refitting heads, take care that the leads 
do not foul the pivot pin. Joints should be as 
neat as possible, sleeved up to the pin. The 
playback live lead especially is very near the 
pivot and should be dressed carefully around 
and under, allowing full spring action with no 
chance of a pinched casing. It is presumed that 
a note will have been taken when dismantling 
and no problem of working out which lead 
goes to where will bother us, but as a general 
rule, the outer screen goes to the left pin of a 
pair, and the leads to the front pins of the stereo 
heads are in the following colour code: green, 
yellow, white, reading from left to right. 

Springs are again a problem when refitting. 
The important ones on the record and play 
heads are the adjustment compensating springs 
under the front left socket-head screw. Springs 
under the right pair of screws keep the head 
firmly against its pivot. 

I do not intend to waste space on head fitting 
and alignment. Setting up follows the normal 
procedure but I would add one very definite 
requirement to the instructions given by the 
makers and that is clean and soften the pressure 
pads before any attempt at adjustment is made. 
On practically every 'private' machine that has 
come to our workshop, the flutter performance 
has been degraded by an accumulation of dirt 
on the pressure pads. Hardening of pads will 
cause losses at the HF end of the spectrum. 

While around the head channel, observe 
figs. 4,5 and 6 and check the adjustment of the 
pinch roller pressure arm and the loading 
assembly. Clearances are important. With a 
3/16 inch feeler inserted between the armature 
and the solenoid (play solenoid is on the right 
side of deck, see fig. 3) and the function control 
switched to play, the pinch roller should just 
touch the capstan. Two screws hold the 
bracket, and the pinch roller can be adjusted 
with the mechanism stopped so that a touch on 
the edge of the flywheel with a finger just 

(continued on page 353) 
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TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED 

succeeds in moving the pinch roller. Remove 
the feeler. 

Behind the roller bracket is a small plastic 
ramp, with obvious adjustment slots beneath 
its boltheads. Too obvious, for machines 
inevitably come in with this ramp adjusted too 
tightly up to the roller bracket. There should 
be about a sixteenth of an inch clearance. (If 
the Editor insists, I can transpose these figures 
to mm. The makers, well aware of international 
requirements, give both standards of measure- 
ment. Taking note of D.K's recent article on 
metrication, I may even convert to half-Kirks, 
or milli-Crabbes.) [The Editor does insist—Ed.] 

Going back to the armature of the solenoid, 
where the pinch roller arm can be seen re- 
appearing from under the transverse plate, note 
that there is a nut adjustment. This setting is 
again important and almost invariably done 
wrongly. The aim is to get a clearance between 
the armature and the arm so that the spring 
does the work on the roller, not the holding 
magnetic force. If this is working properly, 
there should be 0.5 mm clearance of the pinch 
roller from the capstan when the function 
lever selects pause. And in the play position, 

Fig. 6 Head gale seen from above, showing also 
the Important switch mechanism and lever assembly 
at the left head gate. 

Fig. 7 (right) The head covers have been removed 
and lower face plate pivoted up to show the very 
simple pulley and flap device discussed in the text. 

Fig. 8 (far right) On early models, the function 
selector tended to work loose. A set of BA Allen 
keys are an essential (or work on this machine. 
Flatting the spindle may prevent the trouble re- 
occurring. 

1 

) ■8 

Fig. 2 The bare inside. View of the 713 (mono) 
with cabinet removed. 

Fig. 3 Front view of mechanism with all covers 
removed. 
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Fig. 4 Head gate and pressure pad arrangements. 
Note guide positions. 

Fig. 5 Lever and spring 
assembly at right of head gate. 
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the pinch roller tension should be between 1.2 
and 1.4 kg. This can be set by the aforemen- 
tioned nut on the adjusting arm by the solenoid. 

Around this area there are one or two vital 
factors still to be checked. On top of our 
solenoid you will see a micro-switch with a 
screw on the armature operating it. Make sure 
it switches out on pause and, more important, 
'in' on run. This switch interrupts power to 
the left hand motor, which is not energised 
during play or record. 

The loading arm, which withdraws the 
pressure pads to ensure clearance for lacing up 
the tape, can cause a bit of bother. It is not a 
precise movement and neglect can cause it to 
bind, affecting the pressure pad settings. Look 
out for looseness of the tongue under which the 
left-hand end slids, and the spring on which it 
rides. This is secured by a single screw and is 
susceptible to damage if not properly set up. 

Another similar spring that can become 

buckled during attempts at service, and has 
more than once been refitted wrongly, is the 
lock release spring at the left side. This must 
slide neatly under the pin protruding from the 
transverse flange to let the lock release V-piece 
contact the raised portion of the cam. (See 
fig. 6.) 

Two other points that tie in with our previous 
investigations are the play braking and the 
main brakes. To stop the annoyance of tape 
flop when starting, a retarding brake is fitted 
to the supply motor assembly, operated by the 
cam system of the function selector. There is 
no direct adjustment of this brake arm, but the 
pad softness must be observed, especially if 
the machine has had a lot of use, and the 
freedom of the pivot point and the elbow joint 
should be checked. The combination of power 
switching, via the aforementioned microswitch, 
and the play and pause positioning of this 
auxiliary brake should be one of the first things 

to be confirmed. 
Main brakes offer not only service adjust- 

ment, but also user adjustment. Whether or not 
this is a good thing depends on the user, need I 
add? Page 54 of the user's handbook tells us 
that 'the amount of braking torque applied to 
each reel is adjusted by sliding a locking screw 
in a slot.' In theory the fast wind variable 
facility obviates the need for sharp braking but 
in practice the machine is often slopped from a 
maximum torque. 

These brakes are wrap-around types, giving a 
very effective servo action. The main adjust- 
ment is by two bolts in each brake arm, passing 
through slots which then allow the arm to be 
moved so that the brake achieves greater or 
lesser clearance. The most important check is 
that the clearance between brake and drum is 
even when the start solenoid (the one in the 
middle) is energised, and pause is engaged. 

(continued on page 361) 
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m■■■ 5 BRIDGE STREET 
( M\\m Eli RICHMOND 

k SURREY 

TOP DISCOUNTS re. . 01-948 1441 opto 8pm 

TAPE RECORDERS 

GRUNDIG 
TK149 
£46 19 0 

0 

Suggested Retai Price Cash Price AKAI XI800SD  £199 18 4 £175 10 0 AKAH000D   £89 19 1 £71 19 0 AKAI I7I0L   £109 0 0 £95 18 0 AKAI 4000   £124 18 0 £110 0 0 AKAI X5000L  £177 19 6 £156 13 0 AKAI M-I0L   £245 1 0 £215 13 0 GRUNDIG TK120 £39 5 0 £28 18 0 GRUNDIG TKI24 £44 18 0 £35 7 0 GRUNDIG TKI44 ... £49 19 0 £42 5 0 GRUNDIG TKI49 ... £57 12 8 £46 19 0 MARCONIPHONE 4218 £89 11 0 £80 10 0 
MARCONI PHONE 4248 £52 14 0 £47 7 0 PHILIPS EL3302 £28 7 0 £20 19 0 PHILIPS EL3312 £56 10 9 £48 13 0 PHILIPS 4302   £35 17 6 £30 16 0 PHILIPS 4307   £49 10 0 £42 10 0 PHILIPS 4404   £83 0 0 £71 5 0 PIONEER T600 £183 8 3 £161 3 0 PIONEER T500 £167 II 3 £147 4 0 PIONEER C6000 £325 1 2 £285 6 0 SANYO Cassette £20 19 6 STANDARD Cassette... £15 15 0 TELETON 5L40 £37 10 "6 £32 19 0 TELETON FXB5I0D ... £52 10 0 £46 0 0 TRUVOX R44  £45 10 0 

RECORD DEPARTMENT 
CREDIT TERMS 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
REPAIR FACILITIES 

HEADPHONES Suggested 
Retail Price Cash Price 

AKAI ASE9   £6 10 0 £5 14 0 AKAI AEHI0   ... £20 0 0 £17 0 0 
A.K.G. KS0   £9 10 0 £8 6 0 
A.K.G. K60   ... £13 10 0 £11 16 0 
BEYER DT48   ... £33 18 0 £27 19 0 BEYER DT48S  ... £33 14 0 £28 13 0 
BEYER ETI00  ... £13 18 6 £11 17 0 BEYER DTI09  ... £23 18 6 £20 7 0 
EAGLE SEI   £4 19 9 £4 7 0 
KOSS PRO 48  ... £23 0 0 £20 0 0 
KOSS ESP6   ... £45 0 0 £37 10 0 
PIONEER SE50 ... £19 3 8 £16 6 0 
PIONEER SE30 ... £12 12 0 £10 14 0 
PIONEER SE20 £7 2 1 £6 2 0 
PIONEER SE2P £6 15 5 £5 15 0 
ROTEL RH600  £5 10 0 £4 14 0 
ROTEL RH7II  £9 0 0 £7 13 0 
SANSUISS2   £7 14 6 £6 12 0 
SANSUI SS20  ... £16 10 0 £14 0 0 SECOM 650   £3 12 0 
TELETON SH3I 3P ... £3 10 0 £3 1 0 
TELETON SH30IP ... £4 0 0 £3 10 0 

MICROPHONES 
BEYER M64   ... £10 7 0 £8 16 0 
BEYER M64SH  ... £14 7 0 £12 4 0 
BEYER M67   ... £29 6 0 £24 18 0 
BEYER MSIHL  ... £11 5 0 £9 11 0 
BEYER M8I8HL ... £22 18 6 £19 10 0 
BEYER M55HL  £8 18 0 £7 II 0 
EAGLE DM58HL ... £11 0 6 £5 13 0 

Our stock of new equipment is extensive and carries 
full manufacturer's guarantee. The above list is only 
representative of the equipment stocked by us. 
Equipment can be installed in any part of London, 

customers rarely being kept waiting. 

YOU CAN BUY BETTER AT CAVE'S 

Suggested Single Tapes 3 or more Retail Price Cosh Price Cash Price 
BASF Magnetic Tape-Library Pack 
SP. 52 Si'/ 900 PB 
SR. 52 7" /1200 PB 
LP. 35 5' / 900 PB 
LP. 35 5J'/I200 PB LP. 35 7" /1800 PB 
D.P. 26 5" /I200PB 
DP. 26 5J-/I800 PB 
DP. 26 7" /2400 PB 
TP. 18 5" /1800 PB 
TP. 18 5J-/2400 PB 
TP. 18 7" /3600 PB 

£1 14 
£1 19 
£1 14 
£1 19 
£2 16 
£1 19 
£2 16 
£3 9 
£2 16 
£3 9 
£4 6 

£1 4 9 £1 3 0 
£1 8 6 £1 6 4 
£1 4 9 £1 2 9 
£1 8 6 £1 6 1 £2 1 3 £1 17 4 
£1 8 6 £1 6 0 £2 1 3 £1 17 2 
£2 II 0 £2 5 9 
£2 1 3 £1 17 0 
£2 II 0 £2 5 7 
£3 3 9 £2 16 10 

BASF Low Noise High Output Tape-Library Pack 
     £1 17 9 LP. 35 LH 5" / 900 PB 
LP. 35 LH 5J'/1200 PB 
LP. 35 LH 7" /I800 PB 
DP. 26 LH 5" /I200 PB 
DP. 26 LH SJ-/I800 PB 
DP. 26 LH 7" /2400 PB 
TP. 18 LH 5" /1800 PB 
TP. 18 LH 53-/2400 PB 
TP. 18 LH 7" /3600 PB 

£1 7 
£2 3 5 £111 
£3 2 I £2 5 
£2 3 3 £111 
£3 I II £2 5 
£3 16 7 
£3 I 9 
£3 16 5 

£2 16 
£2 5 
£2 16 

£4 15 I £3 10 

£15 0 
£18 9 
£2 I 0 
£18 7 
£2 0 9 
£2 10 4 
£2 0 7 
£2 10 2 
£3 2 4 

Suggested Single 6 or more 
Retail Price Cash Price Cash Price 17 7 II 0 9 9 
£15 1 16 3 14 9 £113 7 £1 I 6 19 6 

BASF Cassettes 
C 60 Std. Cassette 
C 90 Std.Cassette 
C120 Std. Cassette 
AMPEX HIGH QUALITY TAPE CASSETTES AT 15% 
DISCOUNT. 

Hi-Fi Equipment Available: Armstrong. Dual, Nivico, 
Goodmans, Grampian. Leak, Lowlher, Lux, Crown, Philips, Quad, Radon, Rogers,Jordan-Watts, K.E.P..Sanyo. 
Teleton. Celestion, Dccca, Marconiphonc, Connoisseur. Goldring, Thorens, Transcriptor, Vortexion, Tannoy, 
Kenneth J. Elwin, Ortofon, Bowers & Wilkins, Pioneer, 
Hitachi, Murphy, Monark, Rotel, J. E. Sudgen, Sound City, 
Bluespot, Beyer, Reslo-sound, Stanton, Dansette and many 
others. 

AT LAST! 

LINEAR MOTION STUDIO FADERS 

WITHIN EVERY DESIGNER'S BUDGET 

ARGO ENGINEERING'S LINEAR AND LOG LAW SLIDE FADERS 
OFFER EXCELLENT RESOLUTION, LOW NOISE AND LONG LIFE. 

LENGTH OF STROKE 3 INCHES. AVERAGE PRICE £5 

ARGO ENGINEERING ALSO MANUFACTURE A WIDE RANGE 
OF ALUMINIUM KNOBS AND DIALS, WHICH ARE AVAILABLE IN 

VARIOUS ANODISED COLOURS AND ENGRAVINGS. 

IDEALLY SUITED FOR STUDIO CONTROL PANELS 

SEND FOR DETAILS NOW 

NAME   POSITION   

COMPANY   

ADDRESS   

ARGO ENGINEERING, 54 LEM0NFIELD DRIVE, GARST0N, HERTS. 
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equipment reviews 

CALREC CAPACITOR 

MICROPHONES 
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. 

Calrec 1050: Studio cardiold capacitor micro- 
phone. Frequency response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz 
±4 dB, Front-to-back ratio: 20 dB. Source 
impedance: 50 ohms maximum. Load impe- 
dance: 200 ohms (or 30 ohms with CL 1081 
matching I ead). Equivalent self-noise: 20 phons. 
Maximum SPL for 0.5% total harmonic distor- 
tion ; 400 |.iB (125 dB). Operating voltage: 45 to 
50 V, Current consumption: 400 (zA. Battery 
life: 400 hours. Length: 136 mm. Diameter: 
22 mm. Weight: 113 gm. Price: £48 16s. (Omni 
1000 available at £44 6s.) 

Calrec 850; Miniature studio cardiold capacitor 
microphone. Frequency response: 40 Hz to 20 
kHzd;7dB. Front-to-back ratio: 20 dB, Length: 
120 mm. Diameter: 19 mm. Weight: 90 gm. 
Price: £46. (Omni 800 available at £43.) Other 
details as above. 

Calrec 652: Cardioid capacitor microphone. Fre- 
quency response: 40 Hz to 20 kHz ±4 dB. Front- 
to-back ratio: 15 dB. Maximum SPL for 0.5% 
total harmonic distortion; 200 |zB (120 dB). 
Current consumption: 2.5 mA. Battery life: 
100 hours. Length : 136 mm. Diameter: 22 mm. 
Weight: 113 gm. Price: £28 11s. (Cardioid 654 
with bass roll-off available at £29 6s. Omni 800 at 
£23 4s.) Other details as above. 

Battery Power Units; £7 10s, £9 4s and £12 14s 
respectively for 600, 800 and 1000 series. 

Mains Power Units: Eleven versions, for one. two, 
four or six microphones, from £8 4s to £59 10s. 
Complementary cables, attenuators, windshield 
and stand adaptors available. 

DURING the last quarter century, capacitor 
microphones have been more and more 

used in broadcasting and recording in place of 
moving-coil and ribbon microphones, although 
the latter types have not been completely 
superseded. 

It is extremely difficult to make a good 
capacitor capsule and in the past these have 
been very expensive to produce, some mono 
capacitor mikes costing over £150 and stereo 
ones over £300. Because of the very high 
impedances involved, special valve circuits had 
to be used having an input impedance of 
around 200 M in addition to having very 
low noise components. The ceramic Nuvistor 
was slightly more convenient but it was not 
until the advent of the high input impedance, 
medium output impedance FET, that it was 
possible to consider making capacitor mikes 
with a performance better than the earlier 
valve ones, and yet with an even simpler 
circuit. 

I have in the past heard many attempts at 
making capacitor mikes cheaply; most of these 
have been omnidirectional, therefore of no use 
for stereo, and have had a poor noise level. 
Quite recently, when the three Calrecs arrived 
for review I expected them to be greatly inferior 
to the acceptable expensive models. Let me 
make it clear from the start that, with a con- 

siderable shock, I realised they were in many 
respects as good as much dearer capacitors. 

The first one tried was the CM 652, an 
inexpensive cardioid capacitor available with 
mains or battery power supplies. The mains 
supply for 240 V 50 Hz has a pilot lamp to show 
it is on, a fuse holder with a 2 A fuse, a captive 
three-core mains lead and a captive 8 m lead on 
to which the microphone is plugged. The audio 
output is on an unbalanced jack socket and also 
has a I K potentiometer to reduce the output 
level for sensitive mike stages. The first power 
supply tested had an audible 100 Hz hum, 
particularly noticeable during quiet speech, and 
when I commented on this to the manufacturer 
another power supply arrived very quickly, 
with a slightly modified internal cable arrange- 
ment which I understood avoided an earth 
loop and kept the audio conductors away from 
mains wiring. This second power supply had no 
audible hum whatsoever, and further units 
will have the same modification. The battery 
supply was then checked and found to give an 
identical performance from the mike; it became 
operative as soon as the mike was plugged on 
to the 2 m cable. The audio ouput was again 
on an unbalanced jack socket and the battery 
power supply takes five PP3 9 V batteries which 
are connected in series to give 45 V supply. 
Since the only other component in the unit is a 
small audio output pot similar to the one found 
in the mains power supply, I feel that many 
users will prefer to make their own, especially 
as the jack socket provided may not, in any 
case, be convenient for present day equipment. 
The mains power supply is very small since, 
with modem zener diodes and other compo- 
nents, it is possible to get very low ripple 
voltages within a small space. Some years ago 
it was necessary in some instances even to 
include a miniature accumulator in the power 
line to improve smoothing. For this reason 
modern power supplies are also considerably 
cheaper than before. 

Now I would like to describe the mike itself 
and comment on its performance. The mike is 
only 136 mm long and 22 mm in diameter, 
having a cable socket at one end with the 
cardioid capsule at the other, and is cylindrical 
in shape. The mike cable has only three connec- 
tions to the mike, an earth return for the DC 
which is also the earthy side of the audio output 
which becomes a screen on the mike cable, and 
two other wires inside this screen, one carrying 
the live DC from the battery or mains power 
supply and the other the live audio output. 
Hence, the mike is essentially unbalanced. 
The screening was so effective that, despite the 
main output being unbalanced, no ticky hum 
orother breakthrough was experienced, despite 
also the Brookmans Park transmitter being 
only approximately 10 miles away. I would 
recommend, however, that an unbalanced-to- 
balanced transformer of approximately 600 
ohms impedance be connected to the power 
unit audio outpul if longer cable runs are neces- 
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sary, and the potentiometer taken out of circuit. 
The microphone was found to be exceptionally 
low in hiss level, measuring 3 dB better than 
another commercially available professional 
FET front end mike, which was previously 
considered excellent. The noise level also 
measured 6 to 8 dB better than a good example 
of a valve capacitor mike. Suffice to say that, 
even for recording very quiet speech, the hiss 
from this mike would be almost unnoticeable. 
This excellent noise-free performance would 
make the mike ideal for recording very quiet 
sound effects. I found that it filled neatly in to 
the AKG D19 windshield which, although 
fairly expensive, was very effective. The 
CM 652 appeared to have a remarkably flat 
bass response, but a rising extreme lop response, 
which in any case is not uncommon with 
capacitor mikes. When the AKG windshield 
was used, however, the mike sounded flatter 
as the shield tended to cut extreme top. The 
microphone response was well extended into 
the deep bass and extreme lop. The micro- 
phone has been in use for some while and has 

(.continued overleaf) 
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CALREC REVIEW CONTINUED 

always been completely silent in operation 
without any demoislurising or warming up 
being needed. The cardioid response was well 
maintained although it was found that at 
extreme HF this response became more hyper- 
cardioid in characteristic. There is no doubt 
whatsoever that this microphone can be very 
safely recommended to semi-professionals and 
will give superb realism in stereo. Users of 
Uher battery tape recorders may be interested 
to know that this mike performs excellently 
when plugged straight in to the socket on the 
front of the machine, though the output is 
about order of 15 dB higher than from the 
average moving-coil. The combination of the 
Uher and the CM 652 would be superb for 
recording the very quietest of wild life sounds 
in the still of the night. 

Two other models in the Calrec range were 
tested, both appreciably more expensive. The 
first was the CM S50. This was specifically 
designed for recording fairly close speech and 
has therefore a built in bass cut of 10 dB at 50 
Hz. It was tested with the mains power supply 

which was found to hum, but presumably this 
could have been put right with a similar 
modification to that carried out to the 652. The 
output is balanced and appears on a locking 
three-pin DIN chassis-mounting plug on the 
power supply. I would personally have pre- 
ferred a more convenient three-pin DIN socket. 
The power supply for this mike has a captive 
mains lead but the mike lead plugs in on another 
three-pin DIN socket and is 8 m long. The 
850 is 120 mm long and 19 mm in diameter, 
again very smart in appearance. The top 
response was found to be considerably flatter 
than the 652 and the noise level appears the 
same but for the aforementioned hum. 

Lastly the CM 1050 capacitor cardioid was 
tested and proved to be the best in the series, 
although appreciably more expensive than the 
652. I compared the performance of this mike 
very carefully with a professional capacitor 
costing much more and, surprisingly, the 
Calrec consistently had a belter noise level. 

The lack of distortion was very noticeable 
and the sound was exceptionally smooth, with 
an excellent bass response. Although the 1050 
is the most expensive in the range, it is still 

appreciably cheaper than almost every other 
professional capacitor and yet audibly sounds 
as good. I therefore highly recommended it 
if it can be produced consistently. The power 
supply for the 1050 had no audible hum and the 
hiss level measured the same as the CM652 
with the weighted dBa curve. I understand 
from the manufacturers that the noise level 
of the average sample measures between 18 and 
21 phons, and all the samples under review 
would certainly have been as good as this. 

Finally a word of warning about capacitor 
microphones. These should always be stored 
in a dry medium-temperature atmosphere when 
not in use. Although they are fairly robust, 
they will not stand being eaten by pop singers 
and for close speech recording windshields 
should always be used to protect against breath 
moisture and LF wind noise. Capacitor micro- 
phones are also very sensitive if their stand is 
touched and even a slight jolt will give a 
thumping noise in the audio output. This should 
be borne in mind in the choice of a microphone 
stand and also in placing the stand as the same 
effect will be obtained if it is placed on a long 
loose floor board. Angus McKcnzie 

UHER 1000 Mk.2 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION (19 
cm/s). Single-speed professional battery portable 
recorder with synchropulse head. Wow and 
flutter: ±0.15% unweighted (0.05% DIN weighted). 
Absolute speed deviation: ±.5%. Frequency 
response: 40 Hz to 15 kHz within 2 dB. Signal- 
to-noise ratio: better than 52 dB unweighted. 
Equalisation: CCIR 70 (ZS. (Can be altered to 
NAB 50-3180 nS response by rewiring four 
soldered links on printed-circuit cards.) Peak 
level distortion: less than 2%. Microphone 
input: 0.3 mV at 200 ohms, balanced. Line 
output: 4.4 V at 600 ohms. Power supply: Five 
HPU2 cells or 6 V storage battery. Dimensions: 
270 by 215 by 85 mm. Weight: 3 kg. Price: 
£331 15s 4d. 
Distributor: Bosch Ltd., Radlett Road, 
Watford, Herts. 

THIS is a slightly newer version of the 
machine reviewed by Terence Long in 

October 1969. The circuit is almost identical 
to that published then. Wow and flutter have 
been significantly improved by altering the lyre 
on the speed reduction disc, and harmonic 
distortion seems to be lower, but this may be 
due to a change in tape issued with the recorder. 

Although the record level meter looks like a 
standard VU, it is in fact connected as a peak 
level meter, with 0 dB corresponding to 32 
mM/mm reference tape level. It is connected 
to the playback amplifier so that it monitors the 
actual level on the tape. The slight delay in the 
kick of the meter can be rather disconcerting 
when monitoring one's own voice, but provision 
is made for it to monitor record level whenever 
the pause key is pressed. 

The automatic record level system is interest- 
ing as it uses a photo-resistive cell as an attenu- 
ator element; this is illuminated by a light bulb 
which is fed from a rectified and filtered signal 
from the record amplifier output. It is not a 
true limiler but more an AGC circuit with a 

short attack time and relatively long (10 to 15 
seconds) recovery, so that a consistently high 
input will simply reduce the gain and hold it at 
a lower level until the input changes. 

The pen traces of fig. 1 show that the total 
cumulative wow and flutter docs not exceed 
0.06% RMS. The speed imperfections consist 
of almost equal proportions of high frequency 
tape friction noise and very low level 7 Hz 
capstan wow which only shows when record 
and play wows are in phase. To keep the 
machine insensitive to normal portable recor- 
der movement, the speed reduction disc can 

have little flywheel effect and the compromise 
adopted can be considered very satisfactory, 
with wow and flutter down near static recorder 
level. 

The top curve of fig. 2 shows the response at 
line output when playing the 19 cm/s DIN 45513 
70 pS lest tape. Playback distortion when 
playing the 32 mM/mm peak level band on this 
tape was 0.75%. 

System noise with no tape was 56 dB below 
reference level and weighting to the IEC 'A' 
response reduced the reading to —67 dB. 

Peak recording level erased on the machine 
gave a weighted reading of 62 dB and bulk- 
erased tapes showed a noise level of —65 dB. 

The overall record-play response at 20 dB 
below reference level is shown by the lower 
curve of fig. 2. This is well within the specifica- 
tion limits. 

The pilot tone head may be unfamiliar to 
some readers but it deserves a brief description 
as it allows two signals to be recorded across 
the full width of the tape with a separation of 
belter than 45 dB. The 1 kHz pilot tone is 
interrupted at frame frequency by a contact in 
a cine camera so that the taped sound can be 
transferred to film with exact synchronization 
between picture and sound. 

FIG. I UHER IOOO MK2 RECORD / PLAY WOW AND FLUTTER 
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The pilot head comprises two V shaped gaps 
forming, in effect, two 45'' gaps which are 
electrically in phase opposition so that they 
record a signal which can be replayed on the 
pilot tone head but cannot be detected by the 
vertical playback head gap. Both the audio 
record head and the pilot tone head are fed 
with bias when the controls are set to record. 
A 2V 1 kHz signal fed to the pilot head records 
peak recording level on the tape and, on replay, 
a signal of 0.4 mV is available from the pilot 
head. Although 45 dB sounds an adequate 
audio/tone ratio the pulsed tone can just be 
heard if recorded at peak recording level. To 
reduce crosstalk to vanishing point, the pilot 
tone level is reduced by 20 dB so that the pilot 
tone playback level falls to 0.04 mV. A tuned 
amplifier can be used to improve the signal to 
noise ratio if required. 

The acoustic response of fig. 3 was measured 
by recording one-third octave bands of filtered 
white noise and then measuring the sound 

output on the speaker axis during playback. 
This shows that the response is sensibly level 
from 250 Hz to 6 kHz which is adequate for 
judging speech quality and general sound 
effects. 

The 1000 Report Pilot is a thoroughly profes- 
sional battery portable with very low mechani- 
cal noise, extremely good signal-to-noise ratio, 
exact equalisation and wide frequency response. 
Distortion is remarkably low and the controls 
can all be reached by the fingers of the hand 
holding the recorder. It is one of the few 
machines available where the speed can be 
varied and set to exactly 19 cm/s by means of the 
built-in strobe facility. The pilot tone facility 
makes it capable of exact "lip sync' sound 
recording for film work. 

I notice that the line output is now available 
on a pair of Continental 2 mm plug sockets 
which is avast improvement on the original six- 
way socket that also carried the pilot tone head 
connections. A. Tutchings 

FIG. 2 UHER 1000 MK2 PLAY-ONLY AND RECORD - PLAY BtSPOHStS 10 Ulf OIUPUI 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM 
Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 6d per word, 
minimum 7s 6d. Box numbers 1s 6d extra. 
To Studio Sound, Classifieds, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon 

CR9 2TA. 
Please publish the advertisement indicated below for insertion/s 
under the heading  

I I T 

Name . 
Address 

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £ : : 
Is a Box No. required Yes/No. If no, 
please include remittance to cover 
name and address and/or Tel. No. 

iPleasei^rileiiin_blockiica£ilals;^_^_ 

Your Loral Dealrr 

LONDON AREA 

AVEN 

196-198 SOUTH EALING RD. 

LONDON 
W.S 
Tel. 01-560 0194 

Stockists for all the leading makes of Tape Equipment 
207 EDGWARE ROAD. W.2. Tel. 01-723 3271 
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, WIP 9RI1 TV/. 01-636 2605 
109 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Tel. 01 -353 5812 
152/3 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Tel. 01-353 2833 

HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO CENTRES 
42-45 TOTTENHAM CT. RD. WIP 9RD TV/. 01-580 2573 
118 EDGWARE ROAD. W.2. Tel. 01 -723 9789 
MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO; 
3-15 CAVELL ST., LONDON, E.l 2BN Tel. 01-790 4821 

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE 
  (SHEEN) LTD   
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES. 

HI-FI EQUIPMENT 
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP. SALES AND 

SERVICE 
3 4 4 STATION PARADE. 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN. 
LONDON. S.W.I4 

Open until 8 p.m. on Fridays 
PROSPECT 098S 

Opposite Mortlake Stotion. S.R. 

 CHESHIRE  

Charlesworths 
HI-FI & CINE CENTRES 

112 FOREGATE STREET. CHESTER. Tel. 2507S 
and 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE. Tel.3327 

For all leading makes of Audio and 
Photographic equipment 

•Spacious demonstration studio •Easy Parking 
•Half Day Wednesday 

VIDEO AND HI-FI STUDIO 
Hire or Buy Listen to the Best 

-A- Cameras 
"A" Monitors 
•k VideoTape Recorders 
•jlr Ampox 
* Ik.,ami ★ G.E.C. 
'Ac Loewe Opta 

FULL SERVICE OFFERED 

★ Bryan 
Ac Truvox ★ Leak 
Ac Goodmans 
Ac Goldring 
Ac Thorens ★ Eagle ETC. 

Holiday Bros. (A. / \ 1 fA 61b Shaw Heath 
V l'X-U' Stockport 

THE HI-FI CENTRE 
Main B & O, Sony, Tandberg Specialists. 
Also: Ferrograph, Akai, Arena, Dynacron, Radford, Quad, National. Wharfedale, Rotel. Armstrong, 
Rogers, Dual, Trio, Bryan, Normandie, Eddystono, 
Goodmans, Grundig, Revox, Telefunken. Nikko, etc. 
# Expert Staff Advice Service, Part Exchange, 

After Sales Service 
# Home Dems., Comparator Dems., Private 

Car Park 
0 All Goods Post Free 
CTEEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHES. SK9 ILR. 
For personal attention ring Mr. Bird, Wilmslow 22112 
or 24766. or write for free folder. Closed Wed. I p.m. 
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field trials 

BANG & OLUFSEN BM5 RIBBON MICROPHONE 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION (19 
cm/s). Figure-of-8 stereo ribbon microphone, 
coaxial up lo 90°. Frequency response: 30 Hz to 
13 kHz ±2.5 dB. Sensitivity: 85 dS below 1 V/ixB. 
Hum sensitivity: 146 dB. Bass attenuator switch 
and phase-chanoe. Output: 200 ohms at 1 kHz 
via3 m lead. 5-pin DIN plug. Supplied in rosewood 
cas ewith table stand. Price: £30 9s. Manufac- 
turer; Bang & Olutsen A/S. Struer, Denmark. 
Distributor: Bang & Olufsen UK Division, 
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester. 

Bang & Olufsen BMo stereo 
1 microphone is a pressure-gradient ribbon 

unit for balanced or unbalanced inputs, with 
a nominal impedance of 150-200 ohms. It can 
be bought as one unit or made up by combining 
the BMG (mono) microphone and the BMi 
add-on unit to form a composite co-axial 
stereo assembly. 

First impressions, as I drew the beautifully 
polished wooden case from the layers of 
cardboard which protected it in the post, were 
very favourable. At last! A domestic micro- 
phone in a strong and durable case that would 
withstand years of use and knocking around on 
recording sessions, instead of the more common 
cardboard and polystyrene packaging that 
soon becomes as useless as it is tatty. Alas! 
The wooden case is not enough. Despite the 
Docked board and padding, the microphone 
had been able to knock against the end of the 
box loo much, and it was broken. Perhaps a 
trip through the post is ml the gentlest treat- 
ment (1 learn from correspondence with B & O 
that they have known this happen before and 
do not send equipment out except by their 
own van); but a microphone should, surely, 
be able to stand up to this treatment in its 
case? So black mark number one—a little 
more firm padding could have kept the mike 
in one piece. 

Black mark number two goes to the thin and 
brittle plastic coupling between the upper and 
lower halves of the microphone, which enables 
the axes of the two halves to be swivelled 
relative to one another. It was this that had 
broken. The plastic castellated moulding is 
part of the miniature 9-pin plug which allows 
the lop half lo be unplugged from the bottom 
or—black mark number three—in an extreme 
case could allow the plugged-in half to fall free 
if the mike was suspended and the plug had 
worked loose in the course of time. Very 
unlikely, perhaps, but that would hardly 
console the relatives of any unfortunate sitting 
below. Perhaps it would be a good idea if 
B & O were to supply a warning with the 
mike, saying that it should only be used on a 
stand and not slung—the alternative would be 
to improve on the swivel-and-plug arrange- 
ment in line with the excellent finish of the rest 
of the microphone. To be fair to them, B & O— 

like most domestic mike manufacturers— 
make no adequate provision for slinging; 
though the excellently made locking 5-pin 
plug/socket arrangement for plugging the lead 
into the base of the mike makes it rather 
tempting to sling by the cable—never very 
satisfactory (apart from being unsafe) because 
with temperature change the lead is almost 
bound to twist. 

Having started off on this dismal note, let 
me hasten to say there are excellent features to 
this microphone and, with certain reservations 
which will emerge as this test proceeds, it is 
worthy of serious consideration by anyone 
with about £30 to spend on a stereo 
microphone. 

The BM5 has a long, slender tubular housing 
finished satin chrome, and its appearance is 
fairly unobtrusive although it could catch the 
light from bright spots. It has a black plastic 
cap at the top and small plastic caps on the 
speech/music and in-oul-of-phasc/off switches; 
the latter are easily lost, but fortunately the 
switch lever is a neat black serrated-edge 
plastic arm and looks as well without. The 
switches look rather fragile altogether, but in 

f 

TT 

domestic use 1 doubt whether they would be 
operated a great deal. The mike is provided 
with rather a short multi-core lead, and slips 
into a friction-fit collapsible desk stand which 
comes in the case. When the mike is to be used 
on a Door stand, the feet are left off, and the 
central portion of the stand then acts as a 
threaded adaptor. The English translation in 
the booklet with the mike implies that it is 
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threaded to fit the j inch standard, but in fact 
it is a coarse i inch thread and will require a 
further adaptor for many stands: these are 
available from B & O. 

So to performance. First impression here 
was inevitably that the microphone was rather 
insensitive—ribbons always are, unless you 
have a 403S, but it seemed unduly lacking in 
sensitivity. The nominal output impedance 
of the mike is given as 150-200 ohms, and I 
understand from B & O that this was arrived 
at to suit the 200-ohm inputs of their recorders. 
It seems the old standard input impedances of 
60 and 600 ohms have gone by the board and 
one is faced with mikes of all manner of source 
and load impedances as standard, with 
inevitable matching problems. The mike was 
first fed lo 600 ohm input and subsequently to 
60 ohm. It is not good practice to feed inputs of 
lower impedance than the mike as the frequency 
response suffers; in this case the results did not 
seem to be too bad. I have one American 
transformer with which it is possible, by 
changing soldered connections, to obtain 
almost any impedance input and ratio. This 
gave a small improvement in sensitivity over 
the 600 ohm input which would probably have 
been worthwhile in practice. However, the 
mike seemed still to be relatively insensitive 
by comparison with, say, the Lustraphone 
stereo ribbon or the Film Industries ribbon. 
Since the Film Industries is about 30 ohms 
against the BM5 150 ohms, I could not do a 
direct comparison: I shall be interested to see 
whether measurements by Alee Tutchings bear 
me out on this. 

No sibilant splash 

Having added yet another criticism to my 
list, let me say straight away that the sounds 
obtained with this mike arc as realistic as any 
I have heard from a domestic mike, and con- 
siderably better than most. There is no trace 
of sibilant splashing on speech, or accentuation 
of'hissy' sounds; the Film Industries is inclined 
lo give a little prominence to consonants, 
probably because of the slight rise in output 
around 5 kHz (shown in the recent review) 
which makes it particularly useful on choruses 
where words tend to get a little lost, or for 
recording in an acoustic with a bass heavy echo 
or reverberation—the BM3 by contrast gives 
no trace of this 'presence' and it seems to be 
nearly perfect for one or two voices, solo 
instruments, or a small group, and for natural 
speech. For speech within about 60 cm of the 
mike it is worth using the internal bass-cut 
switch, which lowers the output by a nominal 
10 dB at 100 Hz. This is naturally a compro- 
mise correction, but seems lo give acceptable 
results down to about 9 inches. Even speaking 
closer than this, there is no problem of sibilants 
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'blasting' or 'popping'. (Somewhere I now 
have a recording of 'Peter Piper picked a peck 
of pickled pepper' recorded at every 5 cm down 
to about 10 cm, a distance at which no one 
would dream of using the mike, with no 
trouble from popping.) 

Used to record folksinging, the BM5 gave a 
very good account of voices and guitar, and 
very good stereo. Guitars seem to show up in 
a subtle way any LF and lower-mid frequency 
response shortcomings of a microphone, 
becoming tubby or boomy in sound if all is not 
well. In this case it was quite natural, and 
fingering and picking noises were most realistic. 
Just occasionally speaking voices sounded a 
little 'full', but this may have been due to mike 
positioning and the room. 

Recording quiet singing, and particularly 
recording the spinel, required full gain setting 
on a Brcnell STD-1 with the transformers 
supplied to match the Film Industries to 100 K 
inputs, which seemed to confirm that the mike 
is relatively insensitive, although this is 
inevitably something of a mismatch. But the 
sound quality is very pleasing. Given quiet 
mike amps, suitable matching transformers 
or amplifier input impedance, and a fairly loud 
sound, the results can be excellent. 

The magnetic system inside the mike seems 
to be U-shaped, duplicated above and below 
the ribbon (instead of the familiar cup magnets 
behind the ribbon, used in the Reslo, Film 
Industries and Lustraphonc designs), with the 
pole pieces cut away at the centre of the 
ribbon. This probably contributes to the 
smoothness of the frequency response and 
would I imagine give a belter and more 
symmetrical polar diagram at all frequencies 
than the cup magnet designs. It is probably 
electrically less efficient than the cup magnet 
designs, which would account for the low 
sensitivity. 

The ribbons are fairly long by comparison 
with the other designs I have mentioned, which 
no doubt helps the sensitivity, but probably at 
the expense of the high frequency polar 
response in the vertical plane. However, I 
noticed no particular deficiencies on this 
score, and in practice it is surprising what a 
small vertical angle one uses even for an orches- 
tra and chorus, which perhaps explains how it 
was ever possible to use long-ribbon designs 
like the old AXB broadcast ribbon mike. 

Phase Switch 
Despite its fragile appearance, the phase 

switch is a useful facility, particularly if (like 
myself) you happen to be using a combination 
of DIN-jack adaptors, extension leads and 
transformers that somewhere ends up with one 
channel out of phase with the other! By 
paralleling the output at the tape recorder 
and/or amplifier and listening to the result, it is 
easy to tell when the two halves are in phase 
with each other—when out of phase there is a 
pronounced drop in level, especially in the 
bass. This is particularly easy to do if the top 
half of the mike is swivelled so that the axes 
are in the same direction while one is phasing. 
Another useful feature of the switch is that it 
extends the effective range over which the axes 
can be rotated relative to one another. Nor- 
mally, with the channels in phase, the mike 
case is designed to allow the top section to 
swivel so that the angle between the axes is 

within the range 0° to 90°. If the channels are 
put in anti-phase, however, it is the front 
(signified by the B & O symbol) of the lower 
half and the back (plain) face of the top section 
that are in phase, and the mike can be then 
swung round to make use of the angle between 
these two faces, which can lie between 90" and 
180°. It is not often that one in fact uses 
anything other than 90° with ribbons, but it 
does mean the facility is there when required. 
It is only practicable to do this with a design 
where—as in this case—the polar diagram is 
fairly symmetrical. 

One curious and unfortunate feature of the 
replacement mike sent for review was that in 
assembly it had been put together with the 
phase switch opposite the case symbol for the 
bass cut switch and vice versa I This gave me 
some interesting moments trying to phase the 
mike with the bass-cut switch; it also meant 
that the plain face of the top half was the one in 
phase with the principal face of the lower half. 
I suppose this shows one good thing—the 
review sample was not specially picked I 

The overall impression? B & O made 
strenuous efforts to contact me and to get a 
replacement mike to me when they heard that 
the review sample had been damaged. Although 
it was some while before the second arrived 
(the Christmas rush did after all coincide), 
I suspect that a purchaser could expect helpful 
and interested treatment. (Initial tests were 
done using the damaged mike strapped 
together with insulating tape which is acousti- 
cally fairly dead and neutral, and also sticks 
such things fairly securely.) It was interesting 
subsequently to compare the two nominally 
identical mikes side by side under virtually 
identical controlled conditions. The results 
were virtually indistinguishable, and the two 
halves of both mikes seemed to be well matched. 
This contrasted with an earlier experience of 
the mono version converted to stereo with the 
plug-in additional unit, where the two halves 
were so dissimilar that we decided not to use 
the mike on that occasion: it is possible that 
one or the other unit had been damaged, I 
suppose, but the review units were much closer 
matched. Personally, if I were even contem- 
plating stereo when buying the mono version, I 
would go the whole hog and buy the stereo 
mike which only costs about 50% extra, to be 
absolutely sure of matching. 

Inevitably, the B & O invites comparison 
with the Lustraphone stereo ribbon; in basic 
form, without the frills of phase switching, the 
latter costs some£10-£I2 less than IhcB &O, 
and seems to be more sensitive. I would not 
think there is a great deal to choose in terms of 
frequency response, and I know a lot of people 
with experienced cars have a high regard for 
the Lustraphone. So what does one get for the 
extra money? Possibly a slightly belter hori- 
zontal polar response and stereo image, though 
any improvement is subtle; a stronger case, 
which nevertheless will not allow the mike to be 
handled too roughly; the doubtful advantage 
of being able to buy the two halves separately; 
a token desk-stand/adaptor; phase switching 
(available in the Lustraphone at considerably 
increased cost) and a bass-cut switch. Totted 
up, this seems to give fair value for money, if 
you want all the frills, certainly if you want to 
feed directly into a B & O recorder; and you are 
sure of a very pleasing sound quality. I may 
have overstated the apparent lack of sensitivity, 
but it remains my principal reservation apart 
from the fragile coupling, to return to my 
earlier points. Nevertheless, if you have about 
£30 to spend and would prefer a coaxial stereo 
mike to two separate units, the BM5 is definitely 
worth shortlisting. 

My impression is that the extreme top is a 
bit down (in this respect the Film Industries 
seems to be belter) and I suspect, though I 
cannot be absolutely sure, that the bass end is 
marginally more realistic than the Lustraphone: 
my impressions conflicted a little on this. But 
the general impression is of a wide, smooth 
and uncolourcd response. 

Recording my oclavina spinel, the BM5 
gave very natural and realistic results. The 
spinet played through the BM5 and a pair of 
Goodmans Maxims was extraordinarily real- 
istic, and the thought came to me that anyone 
who must indulge in amplifying harpsichords 
to sound through a modern orchestra could do 
a lot worse than this combination as an accurate 
and unobtrusive set of transducers. 

John Fisher 

PROFESSIONAL HOME STUDIO CONTINUED 

quickly opened as the tape starts, which is 
inconvenient. Why I say unavoidable is 
because I have built elaborate mains filters into 
the Ferrograph which keeps the starting click 
out of the other equipment but is still audible on 
the Ferrograph output. If you look at the 
inductance of the three motors, you can see that 
the job of suppression is hopeless before you 
start! Later Ferrographs have an excellent 
pause control ; mine has a rather primitive one 
with a small operating button on the tape-head 
cover. You can attach a Leica cable release to 
this, but this needs considerable wrestling by 
the Studio Manager. I have attached an EMI 
editing block to the deck of the Ferrograph in 
such a way that, to close the tape cover lid, you 
have to depress the pause button. With the 
machine running and the cover closed, the tape 
is stationary. To play in, you lift the cover 
which releases the pause button. To stop you 
close the cover, easing the button behind the 
editing block with your thumb—all very simple, 
yet effective. 

(continued on page 301) 
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Your Loral Dealer 

DEVON 

THE SOUTH WEST 

Tom Molland Ltd. 
Invite you to visit their well-equipped 
Demonstration Theatre and compare all 
the leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape 

Equipment at 
110 CORNWALL STREET,PLYMOUTH 

Telephone 69285 
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas 

HAMPSHIRE 

High Fidelity 
Specialists 

HemiUon Hufidtu'es // 

Hamilton Electronics(Southampton)Ltd. 
35 London Road, Southampton. Phone: 28622 3 Lines 

FORRESTER'S 

XATIOXAL RADIO 
SUPPLIES LTD. 

70-72 HOLDEMHURST ROAD 
BOURNEMOUTH HANTS 

Largest hi-fi and radio component 
store in the south Tel: 25232 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

WATFORD 
High Fidelity Centre 

at RADIOLUX Ltd. 
36 WOODLANDS PARADE. HIGH ST. 

WATFORD (opposite the pond) 
WATFORD 29734, 41029 

If IT'S GOOD—W£ STOCK IT ! 
Demonscracicns in our Stereo Theatre. Also home 

demonstrations with no obligation. 

LANCASHIRE 
STOCKPORT AUDIO CENTRE   

FINEST IN NORTH WEST 

ak/M 
/sONA l^BRENEL B&O 

RUNOI TRUVOX 
c QVob 'CO / PHILIPS \ 

* ALL MODELS ON COMPARISON DEMONSTRATION 
* EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT 

FAIRBOTHAM & CO. LTD.. 
  58-61 Lower Hill(al«, STO 4871   

BOLTON 

H.D.KIRK 

Specialists in 
High Fidelity Sound 

203 Sc. George's Road 
Phone 23093 

BOLTON 

Your Loeal Dealer 
LANCASHIRE (continued) 

J.SMITH & SON 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT — STEREOGRAMS 
TAPE RECORDERS — 2 SHOWROOMS 
B&O, D/natron, Hacker, Quad, Leak, Radford, 
Armstrong, Ferrograph, Revox, Truvox, Uher. 
Decca, Garrard, Thorens, Goodmans. KEF, etc. 
Comparator Dems — Closed all Tuesday 

Specialists in 'SOUND' for 36 years 
184 THE ROCK, BURY Tel: 1242 

ST. HELENS' 

Harold Stott Ltd 
Audio Engineers 

Stockists of all leading makes of Hi-Fi Equipment. 
Appointed sole agents for: Revox, KEF, B&O, Quad, 
Sanyo, Sony. Sansui, Dynatron, Hacker. Tandberg, 
Armstrong. B. & W.. etc.,etc. 

SURREY 

FARNHAM SURREY 
Stockists of all good Hi-Fi apparatus. 
Comparative demonstrations. 

-jt We offer a real after sales service. 
•jf Easiest of terms 

No parking problems. 

Lloyd & Key worth Ltd. 
THE RECORD SHOP 

16-17 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM 
SURREY Telephone : FarnhamlSSIA 

SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

CROYDON'S 
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 

All leading makes in stock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabi- 
nets, etc. Servioa agents (or AKAl Tape Recorders 

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD., 
352 /3S4 Lower Addiscombe Road, 

CROYDON. 
ADDiscombe 1231/2040 

SUSSEX 

A UNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE 

BOWERS (na WILKINS 

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd. 
WORTHING Tel. 64141 

WARWICKSHIRE 

BIRMINGHAM — SOLIHULL 

For the best in equipment visit 

C.H. (HIGH FIDELITY) LTD 
Hi-Fidelity Centre 

167-169 Bromsgrove St., 
BIRMINGHAM 5 

021-692-1487 

12 Drury Lane, 
SOLIHULL 

WARWICKSHIRE 
021-705-7999 

Demonstrations by appointment 

Your Local Dealer 
WARWICKSHIRE (continued) 

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD 
(the high fidelity people) 
Fully comprehensive stocks and 
advisory service for 
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity, 
Radio, Tape and Disc Equipment 

64 BRISTOL STREET 
BIRMINGHAM 5 Telephone MID I3S9 

SCOTLAND 
-GLASGOW- 

Scotland's Leading Tape Recorder. Video and Hi-Fi Specialists 
G. H. STEELE LTD. 

Hear true Hi-Fi sound on our 22 speaker comparator 
system. 14 Hi-Fi combinations ready for demonstration. SONY VIDEO CENTRE 
Agents for : Armstrong. Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad, 
B&O, Goldring, Garrard, Thorens, Connoisseur, Goodmans. Wharfedale, Kef. Celcstion. Decca, 
Truvox, Philips. Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg, 
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig. 

CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES 
Repairs and Servicing Tel. Douglas 7124 
 141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3  
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PROFESSIONAL HOME STUDIO CONTINUED 

Another source of clicks was the cue-light 
circuit. This is fed from the 6.3 V heater 
winding of my main power pack. A pair of 
chokes and capacitors in the cue-light circuit 
cured this. Clicks from domestic refrigerators 
and central heating ignition can be eliminated 
if a good mains filter and a good earth are 
used—not the mains earth. One problem I have 
is that the pump driving the small-bore central 
healing system introduces slight acoustic hum 
into the studio—so I turn off the central heating 

during a recording session. 
With good HT smoothing and balanced feed 

leads from microphones, I have no hum 
problems at all. One good rule is keep all 
transformers and chokes well away from the 
early audio stages. Magnetic hum is very 
difficult to eliminate, electrostatic hum is easy. 

Of course, because I design and build a lot 
of my own equipment, I necessarily have other 
instruments, like valve and transistor testers, a 
C-R bridge and so on. One thing I always do 
is to check the values of capacitors and resistors 
before I use them ; they are sometimes marked 
incorrectly or are faulty, in which case the 

trouble can lake quite a time to locale. 1 spend 
a bit extra to buy really low noise resistors, pre- 
ferably wirewound, for the early audio stages 
—1 think these few shillings are well spent. 

I would like to end by saying that I think the 
service given by many manufacturers, notably 
Ferrograph and Leak, is superb. Queries are 
answered rapidly and intelligently, and faults 
corrected without charge long after the 
guarantee has expired. Service like this always 
prejudices me in favour of buying future equip- 
ment from such companies. I have another list 
of firms with whom I shall never deal again, but 
this one is confidential. 

TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED 

Clearance should be about 0.8 mm. If any 
adjustment is needed, double-check that the 
brake is fully engaging when stop is once more 
selected. 

For smooth operation of the brakes—once 
this positive action has been ensured—the 
tension of the spring in the arm that is in line 
with the end of the brake arc has to be adjusted. 
Some models have an Allen key adjustment, 
others will answer to attention from a screw- 
driver. Extend the spring and reclamp to 

increase brake pull against the reel torque. 
Always go back and check the stopping from 
full fast wind in each direction after making any 
of these adjustments. 

Of the other adjustments that may be needed, 
the start switch setting causes the most 
confusion. There are two micro-switches 
mounted together in the middle of the deck and 
two locknutted screw heads that connect with 
them. The lower switch, which had changed its 
function since the earlier models, has to be set 
carefully so that it just makes, and no more, 
when start is selected. The only way to do this 

is by operating the mechanism by hand with the 
power disconnected, then trying for correct 
action with the power on again, and setting for 
more positive action if the relay chatters. 

The above-mentioned change of function: 
earlier models used this switch to put a resistor 
in series with the L100 coil, auto-stop relay, as 
an economy device; later models had the switch 
in the 24 V supply line to the coil, again 
inserting a resistor, and also completing the 
voltage supply to the run solenoid. Either way, 
its action matters for positive starting, and 
some care in setting is justified. 

by Peter Bastin 

ON APRIL 17. the national press announced that 
Mr Brian Young, a former Charterhouse 
headmaster, had been appointed Director- 
General of the Independent Television Author- 
ity. Since 1964 he has been director of the 
Nulfield Foundation. Mr Young admitted 
that he had never been inside a television studio. 
He also admitted that he knew nothing about 
television production. Which makes me wonder 
even more about this mixed-up world we live in. 
Would a large manufacturing industry take on 
a man at £18 200 a year who publicly admitted 
that he knew nothing whatsoever about the 
industry, the processes, or the business in 
general? I think not. Mr Young's annual 
salary is roughly equivalent to the salaries 
drawn by eight men who know their job. 

"a unique tape recorder with features unknown 
outside the professional field', announces a 
recent REW advertisement. And what are these 
remarkable features? Automatic threading and 
electronic reversing. I suggest these are almost 
unknown outside the domestic field. On two 
occasions now, I have had to wrestle obnoxious 
little auto-threads on cine projectors ; even 
when they arc working properly, which isn't 
often, they are more a hindrance than a help. 

Actually the Ampex 1100, which REW were 
advertising, has an excellent auto-thread 
arrangement which could be applied to all 
domestic recorders if spool manufacturers 
would only wake up. The takeup spool is 
slotted right across the hub to take the leader. 
No mechanism to go wrong. 

have you ever heard or recorded a ghost? A 
friend of mine, who is an archivist, is in contact 
with a Mr Carlson of Massachusetts USA. Mr 
Carlson's wife 'is a medium' and, through her, 
he is in touch with a lady bom in the 17th 
Century, who claims to be Shakespeare's 
niece. He has sent three J-track tapes, recorded 
at a speed of 4.75 cm/s, of interviews with the 
lady. Most of the material is of very poor 
quality, although Mr Carlson apologises for 
this. The 'ghost' (via Mrs Carlson) speaks in a 
strange accent, apparently regarded as an old 
English accent. To me, it is distinctly Irish. 
Whether Mrs Carlson is Irish or not, I don't 
know, but there is certainly no American 
brogue evident. However, a peculiar contra- 
diction appears to exist. Shakespeare's niece 
quotes her mother as saying that "Bill Shakes- 
peare is a lazy bum". 

no truth in the rumour that the Hong Kong 
Electronic Trash Company, unable to sell their 
budget-hi-fi amplifier, are to market it as a 
speech scrambler. 

telephone call a little while back from a 
reader who had discovered that a licence is 
needed to make tape recordings in Hyde Park 
and on Speakers' Comer. This appears to result 
from a ban on the ubiquitous 'transistor', aimed 
at squeaky little radios. 1 have since discovered 
that you almost need a licence for yourself in 

Hyde Park; a visitor was recently fined when he 
refused to leave. If I lived in London I'd 
complain. Fortunately I don't. 

some things surely try the patience of the 
audiophile. In a recent edition of BBC TV A 
Man Called Ironside a woman was being sub- 
jected to the old-hat psycho treatment—strange 
noises, threatening voices coming out of the 
woodwork, etc. The voice in this case was a 
half-speed growl, doctored with heavy reverber- 
ation, repeat-echo etc. The source of this 
terrifying manifestation was a throat micro- 
phone and transmitter, worn by the villain. 
It was not, of course, explained how the villain 
managed to record at one speed and transmit 
at another all in one action. 

next time you buy a stethoscope earphone set 
for your Grundig dictation machine, it will 
come in a box labelled Studio Quality 
Accessory. 

the june editorial devoted a lot of space to 
urging the serious amateur to think profes- 
sional. Good. The sooner the Revox/AKG 
amateur learns to use his equipment in the way 
for which it is designed, the belter. A lot of 
low-quality competition entries from amateurs 
submerges a small amount of near-professional 
recording from the same sources. However, I 
take issue with some of the editorial recommen- 
dations. Forget quarter-track, 19 cm/s speed, 
unbranded tape, high-Z microphones, tiny 
spools, GPO headphones and record/replay 
heads—these are the recommendations. Un- 
branded tapes, tiny spools, GPO headphones, I 
agree with. 19 cm/s speed, I don't. A good deal 
of broadcast material is recorded at this speed 
and who can argue with that? [We can—Ed.] 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 6d. per word (private), minimum 7s. 6d. Box 
Nos. Is. 6d. extra. Trade rates 9d. per word; minimum 12s., Box Nos. 2s. extra. Copy and remittance for 
advertisements in SEPTEMBER 1970 issue must reach these offices by 17th JULY 1970 addressed to; 
The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue. Croydon CR9 2TA. 
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall 
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box 
No. indicates its locality. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

Tape Recorder Engineer required, experi- 
enced most makes. Telesonic, 92 Tottenham 
Court Road, London, W.l. 01-387-7467. 

Editorial assistant required for Hi-Fi News. 
Person under 20 preferred, with a particular 
knowledge of and enthusiasm for music and 
records, and preferably an interest in audio. 
Some journalistic experience an advantage. 
Apply in writing giving full details to the 
Editor, Hi-Fi News, Link House, Dingwall 
Ave., Croydon CR9 2TA. 

EMI TR52/2C Professional Tape Recorder: 
Radford FMT2MPX Tuner: RCA FM Tuner 
and Decoder: Jason Stereo Control Unit: 
Decca FFSS Head: Wharfedale Speakers. 
£250 or individually. R. J. Talbot, Barton 
Cottage, 41 Church Street, Boughton Mon- 
chelsea, Maidstone,  

Modified Robinson type 10 Channel Mixer 
unit for sale, Stereo/Mono, with plug in fader 
bank and plug in preamplifiers—5 line amps, 
and 5 microphone. Echo mixing on 8 channels, 
4 pan pots, stereo metering (VU) A/B Moni- 
toring talkback amplifier and remote controls 
for tape machine. Portable case, complete 
with stabilised power supply. Offered at 50% 
of cost at £130 o.n.o. Keith Fricker, 10 
Sherwood Avenue, Nottingham, NG5 4AN. 
Phone 63478 evenings, 6 p.m.- 7 p.m. 

E.M.I. Blank Recording discs 12 of 12" green 
label, 11 of 10" yellow label, list £23 8s, lot 
£12 10s. E.M.I. Emidicta Dictating machine 
with mike and remote control and dozen tape 
discs good condition £12. Box No. 582 
(London). 

Condenser microphone PML EC71 with 
battery PSU 7140, little used, owner deceased, 
bargain 20 guineas. Box 581 (Essex). 

FOR SALE-TRADE 

Copyright Free Sound Effects Discs. 7" E.P's 
and 12* L.P's. Catalogue from Rapid Record- 
ing Services, 21 Bishops Close, London, E.17. 

Pre-recorded American Stereo Tapes. 7i ips. 
Cheap as records. Bernsteins, Mahler, Maazels, 
Sibelius, Karajan, Beethoven Symphonies. £15 
per set of 5 tapes incl. PT and duty (any duty 
or purchase tax charged by the postman will be 
refunded—see instruction slip in tape box). £3 
cheaper than records. P.O. 5/- for complete 
catalogue. Postereo Tapes, 9 Darley Street, 
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6, Eire.  

Lancashire. Tandberg, Ferrograph Tape 
Recorders, etc. Plus over 10,000 high fidelity 
systems. After-sales service. Holdings Photo- 
Audio Centre, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn 
BBA2AF. Tel. 59595/6. 

RAC Audio Plug-in Modules. Ideal for 
building your own mixer. Prices from 40/-. 
Or we can supply a unit using our modules, 
e.g., 4 input mono mixer £22. Write for full 
details to: R.A.C. (Dept. T), 220 Alwyn Road, 
Rugby.  

Horns have a small quantity of the dear old 
EMI model 3031 half track 7i ips tape players. 
Condition varies from 'as new' to partly 
wrecked and we have priced them between £5 
and £15 accordingly. A considerable bargain 
for the enthusiastic constructor. Each contains 
the rather fine B.T.H. l/50lh h.p. synchronous 
motor which EMI put in their professional 
machines. As we have no packing these must 
be for callers only, who will also be able to 
copy any info they need from our only service 
manual. Belter telephone first. Oxford 
(0865) 55360. Horns, Six South Parade, 
Oxford. 

STUDIO FACILITIES 

EDEN STUDIOS LTD. 
Words geccing around chac the Studio that's having 
great success with its own recorded productions, 
also has a particularly fine pressing and disc cutting 
service. Please write or phone for leaflet. 
II EDEN ST., KINGSTON, SURREY 

01-546-5577 

Studio Recordings (Bournemouth). Pro- 
fessional Sound Recording Services, full 
studio facilities, mobile unit, tape to disc, 
broadcast standard quality. Lincoln House, 
141 Belle Vue Road, Southbourne, Bourne- 
mouth, Hants. Tel. 0202 47403.  

Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45—25/-, lOin. L.P. 
—55/-, 12in. L.P.—65/-. 4-day postal service. 
Masters and Vinylite pressings. Top profes- 
sional quality. S.A.E. photo leaflet: Deroy 
Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Camforth, 
Lanes. 

Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc press- 
ings. 23 The Grove, Walton-on-Thames, 
Surrey. Tel. Walton 25627. 

J & B Recordings. Tape to disc—latest hig 
level disc cutting, all speeds. Mastering press 
ings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue, 
Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952. 

County Recording Service. Send your tape 
for transfer to disc to the people who care 
about quality. Full time disc recording 
engineers, using modern cutting techniques- 
Telephone Bracknell 4935. London Road, 
Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire. 

Rapid Recording Service. Records made from 
your own tapes (48-hour service). Master 
Discs and pressings. Recording Studio—Demo 
Discs. Mobile Recordings any distance. 
Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, E.17. 

I -nii." recording and 
I mJ0 transcription service 
Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting, 
compression and equalisation facilities; high undis- 
torted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads. 
Booklet available. 

10 LOWER ROAD, COOKHAM RISE, 
MAIDENHEAD. BERKS. 

TeL Bourne End 22231 Member A.P.R.S. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Repairs. Our modern service department, 
equipped with the latest test equipment includ- 
ing a wow and flutter meter and multiplex 
stereo signal generator, is able to repair Hi-Fi 
and Tape Recording equipment to manufac- 
turers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham 
Court Road. London W.l. Tel. 01-387-7467. 

Dictating and Audio Service Ltd., 5 Coptic 
Street, London, W.C.I (near the British 
Museum). Telephone 636-6314/5. Authorised 
Service Agents. Grundig, Philips and other 
leading makes of Tape Recording equipment 
repaired to Manufacturers' Standards by skilled 
staff using modern test equipment—audio 
generators, oscilloscopes, audio volt-meters, 
etc. 

Tape Recorder Repairs by Specialists. The 
Tape Recorder Centre, 82 High Holbom, 
London, W.C.I.  

Fanfare Records (A.P.R.S.) Tape-disc press- 
ings, demo's, masters to B.S.S., any quantity. 
Studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter, bro- 
chure 1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guild- 
ford. Tel. 0483 61684. 

Pressing Specialists, stereo or mono discs 
manufactured from your own tapes. Mobile 
recording service. North Surrey Recording 
Co., 59 Hillfield Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 

WANTED 

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and 
Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality 
Tape and Hi-Fi Equipment for cash. 400 
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521. 

GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS 
PURCHASED FOR CASH. TELEPHONE 
01-472-2185. 

Wanted: Schaub Lorenz Model 5001 Music 
Center. Faulty machine considered if price 
sensible. Full details and asking price to Lexor 
Electronics, Allesley Old Road, Coventry. 

All Recording Studios—please send details 
of configuration charges. Box No. 583 (London). 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON INSTITUTE OF SOUND 
AND VIBRATION RESEARCH 

Person required to help with development and opera- 
tion of instrumentation systems for noise and vibration 
measurement, including analysis of data and routine 
maintenance of equipment. Salary on scale—either 
£456-£77l or £905-£l273 with supplementary allow- 
ances for qualifications. Please write stating date of 
birth, experience and qualifications and giving the 
names of two referees to the Deputy Secretary, The 
University, Southampton, S09 5NH, quoting ref: SSTR 

FOR SALE-PRIVATE 
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FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 
Members of the Hi Fl Dealers Association 

LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS 
DECKS WITH PRE-AMPS 

(Microphone extra) 
Akai 40000, Stereo 
Revox 1102/4 
Sanyo 801, 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
Sony 355 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
Sony 255 Stereo 
Sony TC630 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo 
TANDBERG 3000X 
Tandbcrg I600X 
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
Telefunken 203 Studio 
Philips N.4505 3 sp. Tr. Stereo 
Philips PRO 12 2 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo 
COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS 
Ampcx 2100 Stereo 
Ampex 2100 Stereo 
•Akai mOW Stereo 
•Akai N.9 Stereo 
•Akai 1800 Oual*purpose stereo 8 
track cartridge and tape recorder 

•Brcnell Mk.5/M Series III Mono 
•Brenell Mk. 5 Series III Mono 
•Brenell ST200 2 Tr. Stereo 
•Brcnell ST400 4 Tr. Stereo •Ferrograph 713 
•Ferrograph 702/4 
•Ferrograph 722/4 
Grundig 124 2 Tr. Mono 
Grundig 144 4 Tr. Mono 
Grundig 149 4 Tr. Mono Auto 
•Grundig TK320 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo 
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono 
Philips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono 
•Philips Professional PRO.12 
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr. 
Philips Stereo Cassette 2400 
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
•Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo 
•Revox 77 Stereo Transistor 

•Sanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
•Sony 252 4 Tr. 3 sp. Stereo 
•Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono 
•Tandberg Series I2X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St. 
Telefunken 204 T.S. 
•Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo 
Telefunken SOI 4 Tr. 
T elefunken 203Stereo/Mono2sp. 4 Tr. 
Telefunken 201 Mono4Tr. •Uhcr 714 4 Tr. Mono 
•Uher Royal de luxe 4 Tr.4 sp. Stereo 
•Uher Varicord 263 Stereo 
BATTERY PORTABLE A CASSETTE 
Philips EL3302 Cassette 
Philips RR482 Cassette/AM FM Radio 
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio 
Tandberg Series 11-2 
Ferguson Cassette 3240 
Grundig Cassette C.200 
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains 
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette 
Pye Cassette Sharp 505 2 Tr.2 sp. BM 
National 4 Tr./2 sp./Batt. Mains 
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono 
•Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono 
•Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo 
•Sony TC800 
POWER PACKS. BY Philips, Stella. 

Telefunken and Uher 

# MIXERS by 
Uher, Eagle, Telefunken, DJ., etc. 

• MICROPHONES by 
AKG, Grampian, Reslo, Acos, Telefunken, Beyer, Sennheiser, etc. 

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN 

TAPE and HI-FI 
Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P. 
up to 18 months Free Service during Guarantee period 

■fa Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder 
fa Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only 
AMPEX TAPE 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Guaranteed Brand New 

500 Series 
(P—Polyester: A—Acetate) 

7" L.P. 1800 ft. (P)   21/- 
7" Standard 1200 ft. (P) ... 15/- 7" Standard 1200 ft. (A)  12/- 
5r L.P. 1150 ft. (P)   17/6 
51" L.P, 1150 ft. (A)   15/- 
51" Standard 850 ft. (A) ... 12/6 
5" D.P. 1200 ft. (P)   17/6 
5" L.P. 900 ft. (P)  12/6 
5" Standard 600 ft. (P)  10/- 

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER 
3" reel, 600' polystrene 

tape, only ... ... ... 5/- 
Postage 2/- on orders up to £3.0.0. 

Over sent post free in U.K. 
Bib and E.M.I, splicers, Matching 
transformers, Defluxers, Bulk 
Erasers, etc. 
Stands, booms, fittings. 
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc. 
Tapes in all grades and lengths by: 
B.A.S.F., Scotch. Philips, E.M.I., etc. 
Cassettes by Philips, etc.  
Headphones by AKG, Ampcx, Akai, 
Sansui, Nikko, Philips, Koss. 

HI-FI DEPT. 
• AMPLIFIERS 
Quad. Rogers, Arena, Philips, 
Goodman, Nikko, Decca 
Leak. Rotel, 
Armstrong, Triplctone, 
Tandberg, Telcton. 
• TUNERS 
Quad, Rogers, Leak, Arm- 
strong, Tripletone, Arena, 
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra. 
• LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfc- 
dale, Goodman, Tannoy, 
Lowther, Leak, Tandberg, 
Arena, Celcstion, Kclcton. 
• MOTORS. PICKUPS 
GARRARD S.P.25 Mk. II less 
cartridge, post free U.K. 
£11.15.0 (p/p in U.K. 5/-). 
Goldring Thorens 
Connoisseur Shure 
Audiotec Sonotone 
Neat SME 
Acos Pickering 
Duel BSR 
Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure 
Gauges, Cleaning Accessories, 
Cabinets, etc. 

• Microphones extra 

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON,S.W.I6 
^TsLLr^nU'ch 01.769 0466: 01-769 0192 
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away 
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY — CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY 

TEST 

ENGINEER 

Aveley Electric Ltd., who are one of the leading 

manufacturers and suppliers of language labora- 

tories and educational aids, now offer, due to 

continued expansion, an opportunity for an 

experienced Test Engineer to join the Educational 

Aids Division of this company. Applicants should 

be in the age range 20-35 and fully conversant with 

the techniques of test and quality assurance. 

Apply: 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

AVELEY ELECTRIC LTD. 

SOUTH OCKENDON, ESSEX 

TEL. SOUTH OCKENDON 3444 

T 

the Revox Clinic 
a new service 
for the enthusiasts 
Bring your recorder. Revox or not, to 
the Revox Clinic. Here it will De 
measured free of charge and the 
frequency response curve provided. 
If it is a Revox A77 any adjustment 
needed will be done free of charge. 

rv Hj 

* m 

Revox delivers what 
the rest only promise 
Revox 90 High Street Eton Windsor 
Berkshire Telephone Windsor 63388 
Also in USA and Canada 
Revox Corporation 212 Mineola Avenue 
Roslyn Heights New York 11577 
New York USA 
Trl-tel Associates Limited 
Toronto Canada 

R^/bx 

you are inviled to the Revox Clinic 
Teletape Ltd 
84-88 Shattesbury Avenue 
London W1 August 10,11,12 
Grahams Hi-Fi 
86-88 Penlonville Road 
London N1 August 13,14.15 
Telesonic Ltd 
92 Tottenham Court Road 
London W1 August 24, 25, 26 
Audio-Bristol 
Park Street Avenue 
Bristol Somerset August 27, 28, 29 
Complete Audio Systems Ltd 
32 Grove Road 
Eastbourne Sussex September 3,4,5, 
REW Audio Visual 
146 Charing Cross Road 
London WC1 September 7, 8,9 
University Audio 
12 Bargale Street 
Southampton September 10,1t, 12 
Hodgson Lid 
33-35 Charles Sltcei 
Sheliield Yorkshire September 14,15 16 
University Audio 
I S 2 Peas Hill 
Cambridge September 17,18,19 
Geolf. Barnard 
Pitt Street 
Batnsley Yorkshire September 21,22,23 
Studio 99 
81 Fairfax Road 
London NW6 September 24,25, 26 
Avon Hi-Fi 
13 Wyle Cop 
Shrewsbury Shropshire 
September 28,29, 30 
Hi-Fi Centre 
Victoria Road 
Chelmslord Essex October 1,2.3 
Hi-Fi Centre 
Green Lane 
Wilmslow Cheshire Octobers, 6,7 
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Thumbs up. 

\bur tape patching 

days are over. 

And your stereo pleasure just 
beginning. The all-new Sansui SD- 
7000 stereo tape deck, rich in tape 
protection devices, is here to put an 
end to all the awkward patching that 
until now seemed an inevitable 
drawback to owning a quality taping 
unit, 

The end product after 10 experi- 
mental models and three years of 
research, the 3-motor 4-head SD- 
7000 goes to great lengths to save 
you most of that irritating splicing 
and fumbling. For example: 

It precludes tape breaking or 
slack in going from either Fast For- 
ward or Rewind to the Stop and the 
Play modes. It prevents the tape 
stretching that results from excessive 
tension. It minimizes resistance dur- 
ing Fast Forwarding. It ensures pro- 
per "pull" speeds, and it makes 
accidental erasures or reversing im- 
possible. 

xJo comparably priced tape deck 
on the market, in fact, offers so 
much in the way of tape protection. 
The SD-7000 wins. Hands down. 

But Sansui gave it a lot more very 
attractive features as well. Like 
Automatic Rewind, Reverse and Re- 
peat by either recorded 20Hz signals 
or sensing strips. Like a sell-locking 

The tonal quality is unsurpassed. 
Frequency response is 15 to 25,000 
Hz, the S/N ratio is better than 60dB, 
and wow and flutter is less than 
0.06% at 714 ips- 

JV fi ON ■'.MIL ! ^ 
BOVVER SLEEK TENSICr, SPEEO 

erse 
■ . REPeAT 

.MANUAL 

Pause switch. Sleep switch, auto- 
matically resetting reel clampers, 
responsive pushbutton controls, and 
separate volume controls lor two 
line inputs and another lor head- 
phones. 

The SD-7000 will be available 
soon at authorized Sansui dealers, 
and it will pay you to check it out 
more fully. Unless of course you 
want to go on playing patch-up 
stereo. 

r 
\ f 

s 

1 

Sansui. 

England; BRUSH CLEVITE COMPANY LIMITED Thornhill, Southampton 509 1QX Tel: Soulhamplon"4S166 / Ireland; RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green, 
Dublin 2/West Germany; COMPO HI-FI C.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reutcrwcg 65 / Switaerland & Liechtenstein: ECU, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 
Zurich, Colthardslr. 6, Claridenhol / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.-R. Thorelle, 77, 92-Bourg-la-Reine/.Luxembourg; MICHAEL SHEN, EUROTEX 12. Route 
deThionville/Austria; THE VIENNA HIGH FIDEUTV & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Burggasse 114/ Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Leopold II, 199, 1080 
Brussels/Netherlands; TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapilein Hatlcrasslraat 8, Poslbus 540/Greece: EUNA LTD. 59 & 59ATritisSeplcmvriou Street. Athens 103/South 
Africa; GLENS (PTY1 LTD. P.O. Box 6406 lohannesburg / Italy: CIL8ERTO CAUOI s.a.s. Piaaaa Mirabello 1, 20121 Milano / Cyprus; ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO., 
LTD., P.O. Box 525. limassol / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main, Rcuterweg 93, West Germany .'SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., 
LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, Izuml, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
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